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Peak Supply, Inc.

‘‘

Pictured are Peak Supply Vice President Joe Aguila
and President Karen Aguila.

Phoenix, AZ,
Distributor
Specializes In
Service After
The Sale

If you do what you say, and say what you mean,
it’s all going to work out.” — Karen Aguila

I

By Harrell Kerkhoff, Maintenance Sales News Editor

n today’s professional cleaning business environment, supplies can be purchased just about anywhere —
from big box retailers to a growing number of online sources — all looking to make a quick sale. There is
more to proper cleaning, however, than simply purchasing a product based on price. Knowing how to
properly use that product often dictates cleaning success, and why many people in charge of maintaining facilities work with well-established jan/san distributorships.
Peak Supply, Inc., located in Phoenix, AZ, is a good example. The business, which began in 1986, specializes in service-after-the-sale. This includes product support, education and training.
“Our goal is always to do everything well,” Peak Supply President Karen Aguila said. “I know people
often say this, but we do try hard to go the extra mile with customer service. We make it a high priority with
new customers, and try to maintain this level of service throughout the customer relationship.”
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“My dad (the late Lou Weise, who helped start the distributorship) always said, ‘Offer people
quality products, give them fair prices, respect them, provide good service and don’t sell junk. If you
don’t sell junk, you won’t have as many problems.’ I have found all of this to be true.” — Karen Aguila

With the help of the company’s staff, Karen Aguila and her husband, Joe
Aguila, who serves as vice president, operate Peak Supply.
“We enjoy what we do. I think that is important. We want to make things
right for people when it comes to helping them properly clean their facilities,” Karen Aguila said. “Proper cleaning is not as easy as many people
think. We help provide the right products, services and answers. This comes
from years of experience in the jan/san field.”

Peak Supply’s strength over the years, according to Karen Aguila, also
stems from the company’s core founding values.
“My dad (the late Lou Weise, who helped start the distributorship) always
said, ‘Offer people quality products, give them fair prices, respect them, provide good service and don’t sell junk. If you don’t sell junk, you won’t have
as many problems.’ I have found all of this to be true,” Karen Aguila said.
“If you sell somebody a quality product, chances are this is going to satisfy
that person. We do sell price-point items, but we make sure up front that customers know what types of products they are purchasing. For example, I recently was working with a customer who was looking to purchase one of two
types of mops. I pointed out that one of the mops could be laundered, while
the other mop was not designed that way. I helped him make an educated
decision. That is what we try to do at Peak Supply.
“It all goes back to our company’s founding values. If a person, who operates a business, sticks with that company’s founding values, everything
should be OK, as long as those values are sound.”

A

HEADING WEST

lthough Peak Supply has always been located in Phoenix, the company’s founders were from the Chicago, IL, area, which is where they
gained their initial experience in cleaning and business in general.
Peak Supply was started 32 years ago by Karen Aguila’s parents, Lou and
Lucille Weise, and her brother, Ken Weise. Also involved were two brothers
Shown are Peak Supply Invoicing and General Office Clerk Lauren Weise
of Lucille. They were investors, but were not part of the day-to-day operaand Customer Service Representative Andy Cates.
tions.
“My father, in particular, had been involved with the jan/san industry for
She added that years of running a company have taught her, “If you do
many
years in Illinois. Eventually, my parents and brother decided to start
what you say, and say what you mean, it’s all going to work out.
over
and
move to the Phoenix area, which is where several of my mom’s sib“For me, I just want to follow this simple philosophy for the benefit of our
lings
were
living,” Karen Aguila said. “My parents were around the same
customers. Ultimately, it’s also good for our business,” Karen Aguila said.
age
that
I
am
now. I don’t know if I could have done what they did — start
“People know they can trust us and that, after years of experience in the
over
while
in
their 50s, but they succeeded.
cleaning industry, we can truly help. It’s like the customer who called the
“My
mom
had
faith in my father’s ability to start a new company, while
other day and said, ‘My boss told me to call you because he knew you would
my
father
knew
the
necessary product lines and cleaning processes. He just
have the answer.’”
didn’t have any customers yet in
Phoenix, which, of course, was
important. Through hard work,
however, it all worked out. It
helped that my mom, my brother
and my uncles also played important roles in getting the company started.”
Together, Lou and Ken Weise
used their experience in the janitorial supply field to find customers, while Lucille Weise
provided her valuable skills in accounting and office administration.
Las Vegas, NV
As the business grew, Karen
Atchison, KS
Aguila joined Peak Supply in
1990, first assisting with office
administration duties. Karen
1 Day Shipping
stepped into her mom’s role
Thomaston, GA
when Lucille passed away in
2 Day Shipping
1993. In 1998, Lou purchased
3 Day Shipping
the shares owned by Lucille’s
brothers. Eventually, Lou and
Karen owned and operated Peak
Contact Golden Star for more information on our full line of hard surface cleaning products.
Supply until 2006, when Lou
passed away. Today, Karen operates the company as a womanowned business.
Golden Star Inc. | 6445 Metcalf Avenue, Overland Park, KS 66202
www.goldenstar.com | 816.842.0233 | 800.821.2792
Around 2004, Karen’s brother,
Ken Weise, left the company to
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“We used to service more public schools, but have found that this type of work has turned into ‘a race
to zero,’ when it comes to winning low bids. Therefore, we usually do not participate in the bidding
process. We do have a strong business relationship with area private schools.” — Karen Aguila

pursue other interests. This void was soon filled by Karen’s husband, Joe
Aguila, who had retired after a 25-year career in the building service contractor profession. He joined the Peak Supply team as general manager.
“Joe had worked for a company that was a Peak Supply customer. That is
how my parents knew him before I even moved to Arizona,” Karen Aguila
said. “After my brother left the business, my dad asked Joe if he would be
interested in working here. Joe had always wanted to work for my dad because he felt my dad was fair and treated people well. He jumped at the
chance.”
Today, Karen Aguila is heavily involved with purchasing at Peak Supply
and also works with specific customers. Meanwhile, Joe Aguila oversees or-

ders and services a variety of clients.
“Joe has experience working with large national accounts, as well as small
to mid-sized locally-owned businesses, the latter of which provides the lion’s
share of our overall sales,” Karen Aguila said. “Due to his experience and
insight, Joe knows how to properly make suggestions related to a facility’s
supply needs, as well as provide solutions to different maintenance problems
and concerns. He is equally comfortable working with building service contractors, property and facility managers.
“Since we are a smaller distributorship, everyone, including Joe and myself, wears ‘many hats.’”
Peak Supply can best be described as a jan/san distributorship that services
a wide variety of customers — from private
schools, churches, day care centers, medical
and regular office buildings to manufacturing
and retail operations.
“We work with many building service contractors, but are also quite diverse,” Karen
Aguila said. “We used to service more public
schools, but have found that this type of
work has turned into ‘a race to zero,’ when it
comes to winning low bids. Therefore, we
usually do not participate in the bidding
process. We do have a strong business relationship with area private schools.”
The company also participates in the AbilityOne® Program, as an authorized commercial distributor. This federal program is
designed to create jobs and training opportunities for Americans who are blind or have
other disabilities.
AbilityOne®-approved products can be
purchased after meeting specific federal regulations. Peak Supply, as a local AbilityOne® distributor, supplies interested
customers with these program-approved
products, as well as offers, when needed, the
proper training, local service and support.
“We believe AbilityOne® is a worthwhile
program, and work hard to help those customers who feel the same way,” Karen
Aguila said.

E

KEEPING CLEAN IN THE
‘VALLEY OF THE SUN’
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very geographical region of the world
comes with its own set of benefits
and challenges, when it comes to
keeping things clean. This is certainly true
for the Phoenix Metropolitan Area, often referred to as “The Valley of the Sun.”
According to information compiled by the
U.S. National Climatic Data Center, like its
name implies, The Valley of the Sun basks in
sunshine more often than any other major
U.S. metropolitan area. The sun shines here
85 percent of possible daylight hours.
There is also the heat to consider. Long
stretches of the year are very hot, with the
average July high being 104°F. With high
temperatures and low precipitation (about 9
inches of rain annually), dust storms can
occur, including what is known as a “haboob.” This is a type of intense dust storm

that usually takes place at different arid regions of the world.
“It’s often very dry, dusty and hot throughout our service region. There
are some benefits to this type of weather, such as our low humidity, which
helps floors dry faster during the cleaning and finishing processes,” Karen
Aguila said. “On the other hand, the dust is a challenge, especially during
dust storms. We work with customers to make sure they use the proper matting, for both the outside and inside of their facilities. This can greatly reduce the amount of dust from tracking inside a building, which is especially
important when protecting floors. We also sell a lot of dust cloths.”
Extreme heat can also affect the quality of products, such as certain
chemicals, if they are not stored in air conditioned locations. Therefore,
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Peak Supply officials do their best to educate customers about these products and proper storage.
The 9,200-square-foot Peak Supply facility includes a 7,000-square-foot
warehouse. The facility is located in a well-traveled business district, not
far from two busy interstates that are main transportation arteries in the
Phoenix area.
“We are in a good location. It’s very centrally located. We originally
started in a building three miles away,” Karen Aguila said.
As a member of Triple S, a national distribution services and logistics
company, Peak Supply also has the option of using a Triple S regional distribution center.
“We order a lot of
products through Triple
S, which helps us reduce
the number of items in
our own warehouse,” she
said. “I can visit the
Triple S website, place
my order, then have
Triple S drop ship that
order to a customer. This
works real well for us.”
She added the main
service region for Peak
Supply remains the
Pho enix Metropolitan
Area, with its estimated
population of 4.7 million residents, according to the U.S. Census
Bureau. It’s the 11th
largest
metropolitan
area in the nation by
population.
One popular feature
at Peak Supply’s facility is its showroom. It’s
here
that
walk-in
clients can purchase
specific cleaning-related items such as
chemicals, stick-goods,
mop buckets, gloves,
vacuums, etc.
“We see our fair share
of walk-in customers.
Most of these people
work for cleaning contractors, maintaining a
wide variety of facilities
such as office buildings,
day care centers and factories,” Karen Aguila
said. “We locally deliver
most of what we sell, but
people will still unexpectantly run out of
something and need it
fast. I will always remember a customer from
a food processing facility
coming in one day and
saying that he needed
disposable gloves rather
quickly. He explained
that as one of his employees was looking to
take a pair of gloves
from the box, she unexpectedly announced, ‘We

MAKE TRASH BAGS
GREAT AGAIN!
As a leader in the custom, retail and private label can liner industry, Aluf Plastics
boasts a national footprint with dual blown-film extrusion manufacturing facilities
in New York and Texas. Ready to sell more product, maximize margins, and make
your can liner category great again? Give us a call today.
Swift turnaround
times & nimble
production capabilities

Massive inventory with
hundreds of in-stock SKUs
for quick delivery

Competitive pricing
structure & cost-cutting
distribution strategies

2 GLENSHAW STREET, ORANGEBURG, NY • 1212 ELM STREET, SULPHUR SPRINGS, TX
TOLL FREE 800.394.BAGS EMAIL INFO@ALUFPLASTICS.COM WEB ALUFPLASTICS.COM

are all out of gloves!’
“Things like that will happen.
It’s part of life. Customers can
swing by our showroom and purchase what they need. It’s very
convenient for them, plus our
showroom allows us to display
Peak Supply’s wide variety of
products to different customers.”
Although the distributorship does
not service equipment, such as floor
machines, it does work with an authorized repair shop in the area.
“A customer can call us about a
problem with a piece of equipment,
and we will then make arrangements
for that equipment to be serviced.
We can pick up the machine ourselves, take it to the repair shop, and
deliver it back to the customer after
the repair has been made,” Karen
Aguila said. “We also make sure the
customer knows beforehand any unPeak Supply’s facility is conveniently located near two interstates that serve as main transportation arteries in the Phoenix area.
expected costs with the repair.”
THE TRUE VALUE OF A DISTRIBUTORSHIP
Overall, she added that business has been good at Peak Supply. As of
March 2018, the company has experienced a 13 percent increase in sales,
oday’s changing business landscape can present many competitive
compared to the prior time period.
challenges to well-established companies — including jan/san dis“Our busiest time is typically the first four or five months of the year. I
tributorships — that often have a hard time meeting the prices set by
think a lot of this has to do with our climate,” Karen Aguila said. “In the
unconventional suppliers.
“In many instances, I personally view online pur“I once had a person ask, ‘What is the one piece of advice that
chasing as a negative, and I think it’s our job to educate the customer on the value of a traditional jan/san
you can give me when starting my company?’ I responded, ‘Read
distributorship,” Karen Aguila said. “I explain to peothe label on all of the products you are using.’” — Karen Aguila
ple that there is a danger ordering certain items online,
especially from companies they know nothing about.
“I also ask if something goes wrong with a product purchased online, who
summer, when it’s very hot, a lot of schools are out of session and the snowbirds have long gone home. Business usually picks up again by September is going to help if an issue comes up with the warranty? Who is going to help
train their employees about their new product? Who will be able to match
and October, and really gets going as the holiday season arrives.”

T
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the industry experience that can be found at a jan/san distributorship? These
are all good questions to think about.
“As a distributor, even though it might be a little more expensive, when it
comes to a product’s initial price, we are going to provide customers with
the proper service to make up the price difference. This service can include
product demonstration, training and helping if something goes wrong. If purchasing online from an unknown source or at a big-box store, it’s likely a

“We provide the knowledge, education, training and support. Within the
jan/san and related industries, this is what we do best, and have done so for
decades.”
Issues with floor equipment warranties can be particularly dicey when ordering such products online from unfamiliar sources, she added.
“Most manufacturers will warranty a machine to the original purchaser.
So, when a customer buys from an authorized distributor, that distributor is
not seen as the original purchaser. The
customer who purchased the machine
“A good distributor knows that it’s not about selling more products per se. It’s from the distributorship is the original
purchaser,” Karen Aguila said. “Howabout building a lasting relationship with customers, by helping them with
ever, if that person was to purchase a
different needs and taking them to the next level of success.” — Karen Aguila
machine from an unauthorized company, such as online, the customer may
person is not going to find the same level of service that a distributorship no longer be considered the original purchaser, and would likely not benefit
can provide. For instance, I have found that at most big-box stores, a person from the warranty.”
As far as customer training is concerned, Peak Supply can either conduct
can often get help with a problem related to plumbing or something electrical
in nature. However, while looking for cleaning supplies, there is often very training at a customer’s location or at its own distributorship. It also does
little help available when it comes to such tasks as stripping busy hallway not matter if one person needs to be trained or a group of people. It’s a great
benefit to Peak Supply that Joe Aguila is bilingual, speaking fluent Spanish,
floors or cleaning high-end restrooms.”
This is how customers find true value when working with distributorships, which often helps in the company’s training efforts.
“There are customers who have members of their workforce who only
Karen Aguila added.
speak Spanish. These customers
need somebody who can both
translate and train. Fortunately, Joe
can do both very well,” Karen
Aguila said. “He has years of experience in the cleaning industry,
and he speaks Spanish. It’s a great
combination for our company.”
Educating all types of people, including those who are looking at
starting their own cleaning business, is very important to officials
at Peak Supply.
“I have worked with people
who thought all they needed to
start their own company was a
vacuum, mop and bucket and a
trash barrel. It’s our job to educate them on the realities of starting a cleaning business,” Karen
Aguila said. “I once had a person
ask, ‘What is the one piece of advice that you can give me when
starting my company?’ I responded, ‘Read the label on all of
the products you are using.’ He
gave me a strange look, and I explained that many people don’t do
this simple task. I got his attention, because he then said, ‘OK,
tell me what else I need to
know.’”
QUALITY. PRECISION. PERFORMANCE.
Providing proper service “after
the
sale” is another way Peak SupAt MVP, we pride ourselves on providing outstanding quality,
ply
works hard to stand out from
drop-in replacement parts. We don’t use phrases like “close enough”
the
growing field of companies
RUŒZLOOŰWœ2XUVWDIIVFUXWLQL]HVRYHUSDUWVEHIRUHZHDGGWKHP
now
providing cleaning-related
PDNLQJVXUHWKDWZHFDQEHSURXGWRSXWRXUQDPHRQHDFKRQH
products.
The extra investment and commitment to quality means your
“For example, a couple of years
At MVP, You’re the Most Valuable Person!
FXVWRPHUVZLOOJHWDSDUWWKDWZLOOŰWDQGSHUIRUPMXVWDVWKH
ago, we sold a floor machine to a
original did -- making you look like the expert!
customer. That customer had recently hired a new employee who
mor-value.com
For over 20 years, equipment dealers and service centers have
had never operated such a maE-mail: info@mor-value.com
WUXVWHG093ZLWKWKHLUEXVLQHVV<RXWRRFDQFRXQWRQ093ŐV
chine. Even though the machine
Fax: 616.406.3125
3529(1TXDOLW\DQGSHUIRUPDQFHWRPDNH\RXUFXVWRPHUV
was not a new transaction for us,
we still took the time and effort
KDSSLHUDQG\RXUMREHDVLHU
Wholesale Only.
to train the new hire,” Karen

QUALITY MATTERS
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Isn't
Good Enough...
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Aguila said. “We will always help the customer however we
can. If they ask us, and it’s something we can truly do, we
will be happy to
help.”
“As a distributor, even
Representatives at
Peak Supply also
though it might be a
make it a priority to
little more expensive,
help current and potential customers sewhen it comes to a
lect new products
product’s initial price,
and services, includwe are going to provide
ing those designed to
be friendlier toward
customers with the
the environment.
proper service to make
“We have customers who seek
up the price difference.”
‘green’ products and
— Karen Aguila
others who do not.
Peak Supply is able
to educate everyone about the benefits,” Karen Aguila said.
“There are larger customers who are definitely looking for
items designed with the environment in mind, especially when
it comes to meeting their LEED (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design) certification requirements.”
Other ways that officials from Peak Supply help customers succeed can
come quite unexpectedly for these clients.
“We are here to educate people. There have been customers, for example, who come to us looking to purchase a quality degreaser. I will first
show them a degreaser’s label, indicating different dilution ratios. Also
listed will be the product’s range within each ratio,” Karen Aguila said.
“I will then discuss the importance of identifying exactly how dirty the
areas are that they want to clean. After which, I will suggest they start
with the least amount of degreaser, to make sure the concentrate is not
wasted. Customers will sometimes give me a funny look, because I just

Peak Supply's ability to deliver products within Phoenix and
surrounding area helps the company to reduce lead times for customers.

showed them how to avoid using too much of the product, even though,
as a distributor, I benefit when more of that product is being used.
“A good distributor knows that it’s not about selling more products per
se. It’s about building a lasting relationship with customers, by helping
them with different needs and taking them to the next level of success.
This is how we build a strong network of repeat customers.”
One challenge internally for Peak Supply is finding good employees.
Karen Aguila feels this is something many business owners struggle with,
not just those involved with the cleaning supply industry.
“We are short on employees right now. We always want to hire the right

Yrs
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people, but it’s not easy.
VERY GRATEFUL
At Peak Supply, we are
particular about our hires.
uring her work at
This includes conducting
Peak Supply for
back ground checks and
most of the commaking sure there are
pany’s 32-year history,
proper drug screenings. If
Karen Aguila has seen the
we are hiring a driver, we
family business grow to bealso look at a candidate’s
come a full-service jan/san
driving record. This is all
distributorship. It’s provided
part of the process of tryher and others with good caing our best to make sure
reers, while also helping a
there are no unforeseen
wide variety of people and
problems once a person is
companies overcome varihired,” she said. “It’s hard.
ous cleaning challenges.
We have interviewed peoThese are all things that
ple where everything
Karen Aguila does not take
seems great, and then we
for granted.
tell them we require a pre“I’m grateful that my paremployment drug test and
ents had the foresight and
background check. That is
courage to do this, start a
when we lose a lot of pocompany from scratch; and
tential hires.”
I’m grateful for all of the
She added there are sevother family members and
eral customers of Peak
employees who have helped
Supply, such as military
us grow over the years,” she
bases, where anybody
said. “I’m also very grateful
who enters the premises
for my husband, Joe. He has
must have already passed
stood by me. It’s not always
a background check.
easy to work side-by-side
“Therefore, if we hire a
with your spouse. But I tell
delivery driver, it’s impeople, ‘We don’t talk about
portant that driver can
Peak Supply 24 hours a day.’
pass all the requirements
Sometimes, I will say to Joe,
to make deliveries at
‘I need a Peak-free zone for
such a facility,” Karen
awhile.’
Aguila said.
“Of course, I’m grateful, as
Along with his many duwell, for all of our customers
ties as vice president, Joe
and vendors. Without them,
Aguila has been filling in
our company would not last
as a driver at Peak Supply.
very long.”
“This is good in that it
She added that a career as
helps him see more of his
a jan/san distributor is recustomers on a regular
warding, but may not be a
basis. Drivers often begood fit for everyone.
come ‘the face’ of a dis“ISSA has a tag line,
tributorship, as they see
‘Changing The Way The
customers more than most
Peak Supply’s well-stocked showroom and warehouse feature the
World Views Cleaning.’ I
distributorship’s wide variety of cleaning-related products.
other company representathink that is important, betives. Drivers can also help
cause many people look at
distributorships keep better track of which customers are getting low on cleaning as a negative. You have to be proud of what you do, when it comes to
which supplies,” Karen Aguila said. “Joe is good at doing all of those cleaning and selling cleaning supplies. For some people, this may be difficult,”
things, helping us meet more customer needs.”
Karen Aguila said. “If you can’t be proud to tell people the line of business you
Officials at Peak Supply also benefit from working with quality manu- are in, then you probably should pick something different. We (at Peak Supply)
facturers’ representatives. Those are people who help the distributorship are trying to make the environment at our customers’ facilities cleaner and
provide additional product support, education and training for customers. healthier, while solving specific problems. This is the type of work that all good
jan/san distributors do every day, and it’s
very worthwhile and noble.
“I recently helped a person, who works at a preschool, find better paper
“I recently helped a person, who works
at a preschool, find better paper towels and
towels and hand soap. That customer’s business is growing with us
soap. That customer’s business is
because our company took the time to help solve a problem.” — Karen Aguila hand
growing with us because our company took
the time to help solve a problem. That is
“We like to work with vendors and manufacturers’ representatives who another example of how rewarding our line of work can be.”
are willing to support us as a distributorship,” Karen Aguila said. “There
is much more involved in our success than just buying good products. We
Contact: Peak Supply, Inc., 3443 W. Earll Dr., Phoenix, AZ 85017.
also seek and need support in many other ways. When this happens,
Phone: 602-272-9957.
everybody wins.”
Email: info@peaksupply.com.
Website: www.peaksupply.com.
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INTRODUCING THE NEW TITAN® BOLD DISPENSING LINE
The Ultimate Washroom® Collection spreads its wings to welcome a dramatic new line of Roll Towel and JBT dispensers, Titan® Bold, whose
beauty is more than surface-deep. Introducing a first to the North American market: an all new Auto-Cut JBT dispenser that functions
like an Auto-Cut Roll Towel dispenser by dispensing individual 9" sheets – reducing excessive tissue waste and virtually eliminating toilet
clogging. The Electronic Hybrid Roll Towel dispenser features an ADA-compliant back-up mechanical lever and runs on extensive battery
life, and the Smooth-Cut Roll Towel dispenser ensures effortless, clean-cut dispensing every time. With its ultra-modern, edgeless design
and gleaming black sheen, Titan® Bold reimagines what a washroom can be.

© 2018, ® and TM Registered Trademark of Kruger Products L.P.

From Kruger Products

Pictured are Kruger Products Assistant AFH Marketing
Project Manager Samantha D’Angelo, left, and
Kruger Products Marketing Manager, AFH Division,
Sandra Garcia, with the Titan® Bold dispensing line.

The Titan® Bold Paper Dispensing Line:
Function, Style And Innovative Design For The AFH Marketplace

W

hile emphasizing function, style and innovative design for the awayfrom-home (AFH) marketplace, the Titan® Bold paper dispensing
line is being introduced by Kruger Products, as part of the company’s Ultimate Washroom® Collection.
Two years in the making — including an extensive period of research and
development —the Titan® Bold line features an ultra-modern, edgeless design
with a gleaming black sheen, allowing these dispensers to successfully fit in
with most AFH decor styles.
The proprietary Titan® Bold lineup, which will be available late spring to
early summer, includes:
• The Electronic Hybrid Roll Towel dispenser;
• The Smooth-Cut Mechanical Roll Towel dispenser;
• The Auto-Cut JBT (jumbo bath tissue) dispenser; and,
• The Mini-Max®2 JBT dispenser.
“Besides easy dispensing and being very reliable, we wanted the Titan® Bold
dispensers to look both stylish and different,” Kruger Products Marketing
Manager, AFH Division, Sandra Garcia said. “Our approach was to design
a new set of dispensers that could be transferable to any AFH location — restrooms, kitchens, shop floors, etc. They also had to be both unimposing to the
surrounding environment, yet bold by design, just like the Titan® Bold name
implies. We wanted the dispensers to look very different from what is currently
available in the AFH marketplace.”
Kruger Products collaborated with Dispensing Dynamics, a Hunter Company
(DDH), which is based out of Southern California, and that has an additional
four other manufacturing locations globally, to produce the Titan® Bold dispensers.
“Kruger Products has worked with DDH for many years. This company continues to provide innovative ideas as well as proven, reliable construction. In
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the search for a partner to produce our new proprietary dispensing line, DDH
was able to offer both the most up-to-date available and some net-new technologies,” Garcia said. “In return, Kruger Products is the first company to offer
these technologies to the North American marketplace.”
She added that the approach to designing Titan® Bold dispensers was unconventional from the start.
“When asked our thoughts on design style preferences, we (Kruger Products)
presented the team at Dispensing Dynamics with idea boards that zeroed in on
such things as hemlines and belts, sunglasses and purse handles,” Garcia said.
“We started this project with the idea that we were designing for ‘someone’
not ‘something,’ and challenged everyone involved to consider such elements
as wrap-around windows for these dispensers, as we liked the sight lines that
the windows created. We also sought attention-grabbing, edgy branding that
would bring high-fashion support to this cool, new product line.
“The brand’s overall design and the Titan® Bold logo itself are not what people traditionally see from an AFH product.”
As mentioned, each of these dispensers includes a welded, wrap-around window to allow end-users to better view the amount of towel or tissue remaining.
This feature required the manufacturer’s engineering, welding and design teams
to collaborate to ensure that what was designed could, in fact, be produced.
“The look of the wrap-around windows is integral,” Garcia said, “and helps
define the overall Titan® Bold line. The way the wrap-around windows are
designed and featured within these dispensers will also greatly assist cleaning
teams in making more efficient roll changes.”
Kruger Products Assistant AFH Marketing Project Manager Samantha
D’Angelo added: “The wrap-around window feature allows end-users to see,
whether standing in front or to the side of the dispenser, the level of product
inside each unit, which is important.”

Dispensing Reimagined,
Style Reinvented

The Titan® Bold line is designed to change perceptions from
past dispensers offered by Kruger Products. Titan® Bold comes
with the marketing tag line, “Dispensing Reimagined,
Style Reinvented,” for good reason.
“Our goal is to increase the confidence and trust of our
customers by offering them reliable, proven technologies,”
Garcia said. “Traditionally, Kruger Products has not led the
market in new dispensing technologies, but by bringing our
new and innovative perspective to Kruger dispensers, we are
demonstrating a renewed focus on dispensing systems that gives
customers a sales edge in the evolving AFH marketplace.”
Benefits of each of the four Titan® Bold dispensers include:

■ Electronic Hybrid Roll Towel dispenser —
• High efficiency, reliable motor that provides long-lasting
battery life. This type of motor has been used in the
marketplace for over 10 years, with its latest version now
implemented for this dispenser;
• Dual functioning hybrid model features a back-up
mechanical override lever, allowing for access to paper
even when batteries run out.

■ Smooth-Cut Mechanical
Roll Towel dispenser —

• Features an updated take on mechanical (auto-cut) roll
towel dispensing with a new “suspension-like” roller, using
integrated roll dampening technology,
the first in North America;
• The suspension mechanism enables an easy pull with lower
pull force and smooth, quiet dispensing.

■ Auto-Cut JBT dispenser —

• An innovative first to the North American market,
merging mechanical roll towel dispensing technology
in a JBT dispenser;
• Dispenses individual 9-inch sheets, helping to reduce
overall tissue use and the risk of toilet clogging;
• Stub roll feature reduces roll waste when servicing.

■ Mini-Max®2 JBT dispenser —

• This existing dispenser from Kruger Products now has a
new cover to match the rest of the Titan® Bold line.

A

A Plus For Distributors

successful “soft” launch of the Titan® Bold line of dispensers was conducted by Kruger Products during last year’s ISSA/INTERCLEAN®
North America Trade Show and Convention, in Las Vegas, NV.
“Customers were excited about the look of those dispensers, as well as the
new technologies being used,” D’Angelo said. “They also felt that the branding
from Kruger Products supported the new dispenser look. We received very
good feedback.
“Everything about this overall product launch has been non-traditional, which
is interesting when considering that these dispensers are now part of a very traditional industry. Titan® Bold is offering a fresh take on quality towel and tissue
dispensing. It’s exciting to see.”
Garcia added: “Team members at DDH have commented that we, at Kruger
Products, have ‘broken the mold’ when it comes to designing a new type of paper
dispenser. We have pushed the envelope on design by pulling elements from other
industries, and bringing a new perspective to this type of everyday product.”
This is good news for jan/san and food service distributors who are looking for
new products to introduce.
“Distributors will have the opportunity to offer their customers new technologies available from Titan® Bold that they can’t get elsewhere in local markets,
along with a new look in dispensing that appeals to all ages and AFH spaces,”
Garcia said. “We are not limiting where this type of dispenser can be placed.
Titan® Bold is a good fit for many venues, including upscale hotels and restaurants. This should help those distributors who work with a wide variety of
clients.”
Another plus is, since dispensers from the Titan® Bold line will be produced
in North America, lead times will be greatly reduced for the benefit of more
timely distribution.
Garcia added that quality dispensers play a key role in selling AFH paper towel
and tissue items.
“Titan® Bold dispensers bear the Kruger name, and we back up their quality
and workmanship,” Garcia said. “Our customers should know they can rely on
these dispensers and not worry about breakdowns, replacements and miscellaneous quality issues.”
She added that it’s important end-users use paper and tissue items from Kruger
Products in association with the company’s line of Titan® Bold dispensers.
“This proprietary line of dispensers comes with a wide range of paper options
— from premium to classic to value. All six current Kruger propriety roll towels,
as well as two jumbo bath tissue products, can be used with the new Titan® Bold
line,” Garcia said. “By providing a full range of quality paper and dispensing
choices, the people behind Kruger Products can better satisfy today’s many different market segment and customer needs.”

Visit www.krugerproducts.com
for more information.

“We started this project with the idea that we were designing
for ‘someone’ not ‘something,’ and challenged everyone involved
to consider such elements as wrap-around windows for these
dispensers, as we liked the sight lines that the windows created.
We also sought attention-grabbing, edgy branding that would
bring high-fashion support to this cool, new product line.”

Sandra Garcia and Samantha D’Angelo
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Ryan Jenkins, columnist and author

Generation X, 38 to 53, 51 million born;
Millennials, 21 to 37, 76 million born; and,
n Generation Z, 20 and younger, 50-plus million born.
ook around the office or other workplace settings and
With so many generations represented today, it’s easy to
count the number of co-workers who represent different
understand how changes within the workplace can have ripple
generations. Chances are, at least three, and maybe four
effects among various groups of people. This is both good
generations are employed at the same company — something
and bad.
that is unprecedented for most of human history. In the near
Change often makes people uneasy. Once what is ‘new’ is
future, there may be as many as six generations of employees
fully understood, however, change is often welcomed. To
at the same place, as people are living and working longer.
make his point, Jenkins asked attendees to reflect on their first
The question is, how can people who were born and raised
Uber trip. He said there were probably questions on how the
in so many time periods not only get along and communicate,
system worked, if the car would show up and the best way to
but thrive?
pay the driver.
This was the message presented by generations expert
“If your first Uber trip was successful, you probably
Ryan Jenkins, a guest speaker at the recent 101st American
walked way from the experience thinking, ‘That was effortBrush Manufacturers Association (ABMA) Annual Conless. That was a seamless experience,’” Jenkins said.
vention, in Scottsdale, AZ. His presentation not only ad“Whether you know it or not, no matter your generation, that
dressed members of the millennial generation, who have
‘effortless’ and ‘seamless’ experience becomes an expectation
received much attention over the past 10-plus years, but
that ripples into every aspect of your work and personal life.”
other generations as well.
He added, however, that members of
Today’s interaction between genera“If you are not aware of the gap between
emerging generations are having more
tions crosses all types of businesses and
these “effortless” and “seamless” exgenerations in the workplace, and are not of
industries, and will grow exponentially
periences in their lives. These experiin the years and decades ahead.
ences are growing exponentially. In
equipped with strategies to close it, the
Jenkins listed six recognized U.S.
turn, they are influencing personal begenerations whose members are alive
haviors and expectations, including exproblem is only going to grow. You are
today. Their names, ages and populapectations of what work should be like.
also going to find yourself more
tion are:
“My goal is to provide specific
n G.I., 91 and over, 60 million born;
strategies used to engage members of
removed from the next generation
n Builders, 73 to 90, 56 million born;
these emerging generations who will
n Baby Boomers, 54 to 72, 75 milnot only be your future employees, but
of employees and customers.”
lion born;
also customers and consumers,” JenkBy Harrell Kerkhoff
Maintenance Sales News Editor
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n

ins said. “It’s important to note that anytime you talk about generations, you have
to remember that generations provide clues, not absolutes.
“Nevertheless, the better you understand members of each generation, the better
you will become at connecting with, and influencing, these people.”

W

RISING GENERATIONAL TENSIONS

e live in changing times. Part of this is due to so many people of different
age groups living on the same planet. There is a good reason why this is
taking place. Simply put, people are living longer.
According to Jenkins, the global average life expectancy of humans in 1900 was
31. In 2018, it’s 72.
“This is mind blowing. It shows a 41-year increase in just 118 years,” he said.
“What is even more amazing, research tells us that the first person who will celebrate his/her 150th birthday has already been born. What will it feel like to have
a mid-life crisis at 75?
“Due to advances in medicine and technology, people are living longer, and
because they are living longer, they are also working longer. This means more
people, representing more generations, are finding themselves in the same work
setting, and having to interact on a daily basis. Of course, this interaction can
cause friction.”
Part of this friction can be blamed on today’s advances in technology. Millennials
and members of Generation Z have grown up with laptop computers, smartphones,
Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, Netflix, Amazon, Google, Twitter, a thousand different kinds of apps ... the list seems to go on and on. This influx of technology
can make members of older generations — people who remember when telephones came with cords and having a TV remote was considered a luxury — both
amazed and intimidated.
“Today, we are seeing a seismic shift among generations. We have an emerging
workforce with more technological skills and knowledge than the previous generations,” Jenkins said. “This is providing friction, and is why there is so much
scrutiny and tension surrounding the arrival of younger employees.”
In 2016, for the first time, millennials represented the majority generation within
the U.S. workplace. As of 2018, according to Jenkins, the workplace is comprised
of 42 percent millennials, 33 percent Generation X, 22 percent baby boomers, with
the rest made up of builders and Generation Z.
By 2025, it’s expected that 75 percent of the global workforce will consist of
millennials and members of Generation Z.
“Think about how work and communication with colleagues have changed over
the past five years,” Jenkins said. “Now think about what work and communication
will look like by 2025, when more ‘digital pioneers’ are stepping into decisionmaking roles. How will the 2025 workplace be different? Do you think these
changes will cause added friction among the generations?”
Jenkins noted that recent polls have indicated 52 percent of today’s workers say
they’re least likely to get along with someone from another generation. Meanwhile,
62 percent of members from Generation Z anticipate challenges working with baby
boomers and members of Generation X, while only 5 percent anticipate challenges
with millennials.
“If you are not aware of this gap between generations in the workplace, and are
not equipped with strategies to close it, the problem is only going to grow,” Jenkins
said. “You are also going to find yourself more removed from the next generation
of employees and customers.”

T

WHY MILLENNIALS MAKE WAVES

here has been a lot written about those people who are 21 to 37 years of
age, otherwise known as the millennials. According to Jenkins, they represent the largest generation of people, not only in the United States, but
the entire world.
“These are people who are digitally-dependent. Many can’t remember a world
without smart devices. Mobile technology has changed the game for this generation,” he said. “It’s changed how they socialize, communicate, work, purchase —
everything. They are also the most educated people in human history.”
Other facts from Jenkins about this generation are:
n 71 percent of millennials are disengaged at work, the most of any generation;
n 70 percent of millennials might “reject” traditional business to work independently;
n 66 percent of millennials expect to leave their current organization by the end
of 2020; and,
n By 2020, the annual estimated spending power of millennials in the United

States is expected to reach $1.4 trillion.
“This is another reason why this generation is so highly scrutinized. They have
growing bank accounts,” Jenkins said. “I think most people can agree that it’s never
been easier to become an entrepreneur. It doesn’t take much money to reach hundreds of thousands of people via a website, Facebook and/or Instagram.
“The point is, if you are interested in recruiting and retaining the next generation
of employees, not only are you competing with your competitors, you are also
competing against the desires, resources and abilities of millennials as entrepreneurs. The dynamics have changed. There is more at stake.”
He added that millennials often get a bad rap in today’s society simply because
they are “the face of change.” It’s from their generation that so much change has
taken place, and at speeds never seen before. This has led to disruptions within different types of businesses, industries and consumer behaviors.
Examples of the power from today’s changes include:
n The augmented reality game Pokémon GO experienced 130 million downloads
in the first month of its release, and generated $600 million in revenue after its first
90 days;
n Airbnb, an online marketplace and hospitality service provider, has booked
two million hotel rooms since 2008;
n Facebook now has 2 billion monthly users;
n Only 8 percent of U.S. college students don’t have access to Netflix, which
started streaming in 2007;
n Today’s smartphones are 100,000 times smaller and seven billion times more
powerful than computers used in the early 1970s; and,
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n The average tenure in 1965 for a company listed on The Standard & Poor’s
500 was 33 years. It’s projected by 2026, this average tenure will be reduced to 14
years. According to Jenkins, half of today’s firms on the S & P 500 will be replaced
in 10 years.
“If you want to get a better understanding of where things are going next, you
have to better understand millennials,” Jenkins said. “They are the ones who provide important insights into what is ahead.
“It’s important to also understand, if a person is too young to remember what

life was like prior to a specific invention, then to him/her that ‘invention’ was not
really an invention at all. Instead, it’s part of standard and normal life, and where
expectations start. Therefore, if you can’t deliver effortless and seamless experiences for today’s younger customers and employees — who are used to advanced technology and ways of doing things — then they are a finger swipe
away from going someplace else. The expectation bar has never been higher for
today’s leaders and organizations.”
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3 STRATEGIES FOR
STAYING RELEVANT

pivotal question many business leaders, across a wide
variety of industries, are
asking today is: “How do we stay
relevant in a new world that is
prone to disruptions?”
“Think about this — right now,
someone, somewhere, is messing
with the prevailing model of your
industry. This is true for every industry,” Jenkins said. “Here is the
thing about prevailing models, they
cause leaders to get stuck, they
cause industries to get stuck, and
ultimately, they cause companies to
go under.
“So, how do you challenge the prevailing model that is likely holding
you back? What makes your products and services uniquely better?
What makes your company uniquely
better? The answer may very well be,
‘Listen to outsiders.’ These are people outside of your organization, industry and generation.”
Jenkins outlined three strategies
to better connect with people on the
outside, especially when it comes to
working with, or selling to, millennials and members of Generation Z.
These strategies focus on improved:
n Communication;
n Leadership; and,
n Work experience.
“This is where the ‘rubber meets
the road.’ Every industry is trying
to understand trends and finding
sustainable ground. These three
strategies help,” Jenkins said.
The first deals with better communication practices with members
of younger generations.
“What is your preferred method
of communication at work?” Jenkins asked. “Look at all the different
communication options available
today. This includes face-to-face,
telephone, email, text, instant messaging, video chat and social collaboration, such as through Slack,
Facebook, Yammer, etc.
“There are so many types of
communication today, along with
different generations that have
their unique preferences. That is
why communication is so challenging. It’s a very complicated
communication world that you and
I now live in.”

n Gen X members’ first instinct is to ignore leadership, seek autonomy and preJenkins displayed a chart showcasing general summaries, views and attitudes
fer routine check-ins with leaders; and,
pertaining to communication preferences among four generations. They are:
n Builders see communication as formal and respectful, prefer the telephone
n Millennials freely choose to have leaders, view them as equals and seek conand email, and seek background information and details;
stant feedback.
n Baby boomers see communication as formal and direct, prefer email and text,
“Millennials grew up being able to find anything they wanted on the World Wide
and want to keep it professional;
Web. Therefore, we shouldn’t be surprised that as they entered the workforce, they
n Gen X members see communication as informal and flexible, prefer email,
continued to seek constant feedback,” Jenkins said.
text and Facebook, and seek options while requesting zero meetings; and,
He also addressed the importance of “self reviews,” and how they relate to miln Millennials see communication as inlennials. For example:
formal and authentic, prefer text, Instan Millennials are generally more critical
“The thing about prevailing models —
gram, GroupMe, Snapchat, Slack —
of their own work.
anything but face-to-face meetings — and
“Research shows that if they are rethey cause leaders to get stuck,
want brevity, real time and quick reviewing their own work, millennials
they cause industries to get stuck,
sponses.
are more critical of themselves, than if
Jenkins added that today’s wide variety
a manager is reviewing their work,”
and ultimately, they cause
of communication preferences often leads
Jenkins said.
to frustration, miscommunication, lost
n Ownership is taken.
companies to go under.”
time and lost productivity.
“A millennial may say to him or herself,
The good news is, in today’s business
‘If I review my own performance, I’m deworld, “Adusting company communicaveloping a self-evaluation muscle. If I find
tions is becoming the new normal,” Jenkins added.
myself in a similar situation in the future, I can then flex that muscle in real time,
He provided three examples of organizations doing just this, to great success:
and ultimately become a more productive and independent worker,’” Jenkins said.
n One company has replaced all internal emails with Slack, a cloud-based team
n Managers for such “self reviewers” should turn into coaches.
collaboration tool.
“Coaching is a powerful tool, and is
“This business has zero internal emails.
the
No. 1 leadership style that res“How do you challenge the prevailing
Its leaders believe members of the emergonates with millennials. It’s good to
ing generations are looking for more dy‘trade sage on the stage for guide on the
model? ... The answer may very
namic communication tools, and now that
side.’ The best coaches resist advice giving
well be, ‘Listen to outsiders.’ These
these tools are becoming available, this
and ask more questions,” he said. “It’s easy
company is using them instead of email,”
tell people what to do, versus allowing
are people outside of your organization, to
Jenkins said.
them to discover for themselves. However,
the latter helps employees become more
n A national restaurant chain is using a
industry and generation.”
independent.”
mobile game to help employees collaboJenkins highlighted one company that
rate and compete when it comes to imporhas its millennial employees review their own performances prior to meeting with
tant work metrics.
“(This company) knows that the next generation of employees is a gaming gen- managers; while another company has its managers provide, through different app
eration. These workers get points for selling certain items on the menu, taking eti- programs, constant feedback, goal creation and performance expection adjustments.
“These examples have created more opportunities for managers to provide real
quette restaurant and/or leadership training and even showing up on time. These
points can then be exchanged for certain perks,” Jenkins said. “Since the restaurant time coaching moments with employees,” Jenkins said.
chain launched the program, it has experienced a 20 percent reduction in employee
Continued on Page 46
turnover. This is a good
percentage for the restaurant industry.”
n A manger of another
company makes it a practice to text millennial employees every afternoon,
before going home from
work, to provide additional
direction.
“This is very simple, but
I think it can have a profound impact,” Jenkins
said. “These are three examples of companies and
leaders who are changing
their communication strategies to better engage the
next generation.”
Jenkins also outlined
how each of the four generations see and prefer
leadership:
n Builders endure yet
honor leadership, and have
the attitude that, “No news
is good news;”
n Baby boomers respect
leadership and seek feedback once a year;
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By Rick Mullen, Maintenance Sales News Associate Editor

needed. So, rather than running a weekly route to deliver, it now becomes a much
smarter distribution network. It is better for the environment, better for Nestle
he first email Carlos Hidalgo ever sent said, “This is my first email, and and better for supermarkets and convenience stores. This is one of the things
they are now saying this is the way we will begin communicating with they are doing with connected devices.”
Hidalgo said, by 2020, there will be 212 billion sensor-enabled objects — 28
each other in the future. I don’t buy it and doubt this will last.” He sent
times the total population of the world.
it to his then girlfriend, and now wife, while in college in 1992.
“How incredible would it be if you could have a sensor tell you this product
Hidalgo told the story of his first email during a recent presentation to business
executives titled, “Thingalytics: Challenges and Opportunities of IoT, Big Data at this location with this customer needs to be replaced?” he asked the audience.
With such technology, businesses (including janand Data Driven Marketing.” Hidalgo is the owner of Viitorial/sanitary distributors) would be able to streamline
sumCx (www.visumcx.com), a customer experience conhow they do business and deliveries, as well as enhance
sulting firm located in Colorado Springs, CO.
the customer experience, Hidalgo said.
Hidalgo shared the email to illustrate how much things
With sensors in place, “I (a customer) don’t have to be
have changed since 1992, and how change continues to acthe judge and jury of when I need a replacement,” Hidalgo
celerate and impact today’s marketplace.
said. “I now have a sensor that sends a message to the sup“I was a skeptic. I didn’t believe it,” Hidalgo said. “I
plier that my product needs replaced.”
sent the email from our college lab. The university had
Hidalgo defined thingalytics, IoT and big data as follows:
just announced it was one of the first universities to be
n Thingalytics: The use of real-time analytics and alnetworked.”
gorithms to guide users through the maze of fast big
In making the announcement, the university pitched it
to students by telling them when studying at 2 a.m. in
data: “We have large amounts of data coming into our
their dorms, they would be able to electronically access
organizations about customers, suppliers and the marthe library.
ket. How do we analyze it quickly? People say, by the
“We were furious because, to pay for it, they were going to
time they actually get the data and are able to analyze it,
add an extra $450 per semester to our tuition,” Hidalgo said.
it is typically two to three weeks old. By then, it is al“Apparently, we didn’t quite grab what was ahead of us.”
ready out of date. It doesn’t really serve a purpose,” HiAt the time, Hidalgo and his fellow students wondered
dalgo said. “This is how fast we are moving in our
what the benefits were of being “connected” in such a way.
society today, and, on the business side, how fast your
“When you think about it, 1992 really wasn’t that long
customers are moving.”
Carlos Hidalgo
ago,” he said. “What we have to understand is, we live in
n Internet of things (IoT): The description of everya world of constant and rapid change. For example, we now have smart thermo- day objects and devices that are connected to the internet, most likely wirestats in our houses. We have an Alexa device in our home. I can just feel my lessly, and can communicate with each other at some intelligent level: “From
table at home and say it is a little cold and then say, ‘Alexa, turn up the heat a household perspective, the vacuum sucks up a wire, and then sends an alert to
three degrees.’ We live in an interconnected world.
my wife’s phone so she can come to the rescue,” Hidalgo said.
“My wife just bought an automatic vacuum. She was working the other day,
n Big data: Large data sets that may be analyzed to reveal patand, all of a sudden, she gets an alert on her phone that the vacuum got caught terns, trends and associations, especially relating to human behavior
up in a cord in another room. We are connected.
and interactions.
“When it comes to the internet of things (IoT), there will be 30 billion sensor“It is important to understand to whom we are going to sell and market prodenabled objects connected to networks by 2020.”
ucts, as well as understanding the buyers who are going to carry the items. That
For example, Hidalgo said, the Nestle company is using sensors in its distri- all takes big data,” Hidalgo said. “So, there is this massive convergence across
bution of ice cream products to convenience and grocery stores.
thingalytics, the internet of things and big data to transform our businesses and
“Nestle used to do weekly runs to stores to deliver ice cream orders,” Hidalgo change our world.”
said. “Now, the company is using IoT to basically send it a signal when a store
Hidalgo suggested two areas to think about: connected devices and connecting
is running low on a brand. Nestle can then dispatch a truck to a store, only when their business operations.
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IoT = Connected Devices
mation can be passed to suppliers to allow a company to better manage inventory,
A single sensor in a product can:
which results in huge cost savings.”
n Alert when it is time to replace;
One of Hidalgo’s first jobs out of college was working in a packaging factory
n Communicate potential downtime;
that, for many years, had neglected to properly keep track of its inventory.
n Produce efficiency reporting;
“I was given a clipboard and a yellow pad of paper and was told, ‘The
n Communicate to an inventory system; and,
fourth and fifth floors are all yours — go count all the plastic rolls, cardboard,
n Communicate utilization statistics to product development and engineering. etc.,’” he said. “It took weeks and weeks to finish. We can now do this
“Again, think about what it
through the internet of things and
would do for a distributor, if you
big data. We now can connect de“If we make it as easy as possible for customers vices and do things we never
had a sensor that alerts the customer and the supplier that it is
thought about before.”
to use our products, the likelihood of them
time for a product to be replaced,”
Hidalgo cautioned the audience
buying from us again increases substantially,
Hidalgo said. “What would that do
that incorporating thingalytics, IoT
to your customer or supply chain?
and big data into their business
even if we are the more expensive vendor.”
This is what businesses are doing
models is a “business transformaall over the world.”
tion” that will take time and effort.
Hidalgo asked the audience the impact it would have if a product could com“I’m not saying you should just put sensors in everything,” Hidalgo said. “It
municate how it is being utilized and downtime.
will require hard decisions to change the way you traditionally do business,
“If I had something that told me the utilization of my product, how much which isn’t always easy. I would encourage you to ask, as an organization, ‘How
better would that be than trying to get a group of customers together and ask- can we start?’ There are a lot of great consultancies that can help you walk
ing, ‘How are you using my product?’” Hidalgo said.
through the transformation.”
With sensor technology, the business could receive such data in real time. Data
could be gathered indicating when a product needed to be replaced, sending a
THE SHEER AMOUNT OF DATA
report to an inventory system, Hidalgo said.
“So, rather than having somebody to manually manage inventory, a sensor
idalgo offered some pertinent facts about the proliferation of data, both
could be sending out information in real time,” he said.
now and in the future:
As an example of a company incorporating IoT into an inventory management
system, Hidalgo offered a possible encounter at a Target retail store between a
n More data has been created in the past two years than in the previous history
customer and an associate. In this scenario, the customer sees that a product of the human race;
he/she is wanting to purchase is not on the shelf. The customer finds a Target
n The average person checks his/her phone 52 times a day, generating more
employee and asks if there is more of the product in the back of the store. The and more data;
Target associate pulls out a device that is connected to the company’s inventory
n By 2020, the digital universe of data will grow from 4.4 zettabytes today to
management system that will indicate if there is more of the product in the back around 44 trillion gigabytes;
of the store, and, if not, the device can check other stores in the area.
(And this from www.engadget.com/2011/06/29/visualized-a-zettabyte/: “Think
“They have everything connected so they know what is on their shelves. They of a zettabyte as the equivalent of 250 billion DVDs, 36 million years of HD
know what is in the back and they also know what is in other stores,” Hidalgo video, or the volume of the Great Wall of China if you allow an 11 oz. cup of
said. “Furthermore, if nobody else has it, they can tell you when it is going to be coffee to represent a gigabyte of data.”)
delivered.”
n Data production will be 44 times greater in 2020 than it was in 2009;
Hidalgo reiterated that data on product usage and the ability to enhance cusn By 2020, about 1.7 megabytes of new information will be created every
tomer experience could maximize
Continued on Page 48
what companies are accomplishing.
“If we make it as easy as possible
for customers to use our products,
the likelihood of them buying from
us again increases substantially,
even if we are the more expensive
vendor,” Hidalgo said. “According
to 86 percent of customers who
were surveyed, in 2020, customer
experience will overtake price and
products in importance.”
“Connected” operations can enhance customer experience by putting data into the hands of
companies beyond just the “one-toone” customer relationship developed when a sale is made.
“What if,” Hidalgo asked, “when
a customer calls with a product
issue, a company’s representative
could say, ‘We already know who
you are and the problem you are experiencing, and we have a fix at the
ready?’
“In addition, by analyzing the
data that comes from IoT, we can
say the customer’s next order should
be placed on such and such a date
based on utilization. Also, this infor-

H
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Essity Shows How Distributors Can Help Improve Tenant Retention And Happiness
By Claude Corcos, Marketing
Director – Commercial Segment,
Essity Professional Hygiene

n a fast-paced world where tastes frequently change, facility
managers are under pressure to ensure that their facilities are
visually appealing to tenants and their guests. That includes
restrooms, which have an extra layer of complexity: not only should
restrooms be well designed, they also need to be clean and hygienic
to maintain tenants’ happiness and satisfaction. A clean and modern
restroom is essential to attracting and retaining office tenants.
To keep pace with current design trends, facility managers are constantly considering ways to upgrade their spaces to provide guests with a premium experience.
Restrooms are a top priority, as they are highly-visible, maintenance-intensive areas
in most buildings. An unclean, poorly stocked or outdated restroom leaves a negative impression on tenants, visitors and even employees, while a well-maintained
restroom enhances the reputation of a business and increases the likelihood that a
building will attract and maintain office tenants.

Real-time data plus the sleek design and functionality of the Washroom
Upgrade Solutions line of dispensers can facilitate a clean, well-stocked restroom.
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With Tork Stainless Washroom Upgrade Solutions, facility managers can
select from a suite of recessed solutions that fit within their existing infrastructure.

However, facility managers are often reluctant to make the necessary restroom
enhancements as fear that costly and complex renovations will remove restrooms
from service for long periods. But what if that was not the case? In fact, a few
small improvements can go a long way in delivering a premium, comfortable restroom experience, and distributors are uniquely positioned to partner with building
service contractors and facility managers to aid in these solutions’ effective implementation.
With Tork Stainless Washroom Upgrade Solutions, facility managers can select from a suite of recessed solutions that fit within their existing infrastructure
— all while making quick and simple aesthetic upgrades to any size or style of
restroom. For example, the Tork Matic® Hand Towel Dispenser combines sleek
design and a touch-free sensor to deliver reliable, hygienic performance and intuitive maintenance. This dispenser easily adapts to existing recessed cabinets, offering guests the ultimate no-touch hand drying experience.
Depending on restroom traffic and dispenser choice, facility managers may not
be able to keep up with users’ demand of soap, paper towel or bath tissue. The Tork
Stainless Upgrade Solutions line of dispensers is fully compatible with the Tork
EasyCube™ Intelligent Facility Cleaning System, a system of IoT-enabled dispenser sensors that send data to dashboards via Wi-Fi, informing cleaning teams
exactly which dispensers are running low or empty.
A combination of real-time data with the sleek design and functionality of the
Washroom Upgrade Solutions line of dispensers can mean the difference between
a clean, well-stocked restroom and one that is in constant need of upkeep.
With sleek design and enhanced capabilities, Tork Stainless Washroom Upgrade
Solutions can help customers and end-users unlock benefits such as:
• Easier maintenance — Thanks to Tork Xpress® Recessed Cabinet Towel
Adapters, which fit tightly into recessed dispensers and regulate product flow,
cleaning staff members no longer have to tidy up after piles of towels have fallen
onto the floor from towel dispensers or worse — those that fall into wet sinks.
• Enhanced visitor experience — With Washroom Upgrade Solutions, restroom
visitors will experience a modern restroom that combines a streamlined aesthetic
with state-of-the-art functionality.
• Cost-savings — Washroom Upgrade Solutions fit seamlessly into existing wall
units, eliminating the need for costly renovations.
• Improved products — The dispensers and adapters allow customers to take
full advantage of Tork Premium Hand Towels, which feature superior softness
and a better experience for end-users’ hand drying needs.
• Better hygiene — One-at-a-time dispensing with Washroom Upgrade Solutions ensures that users only touch the sheet that they will use, improving restroom
hygiene.
Visit www.torkusa.com for more information.

From Avmor’s Mike Watt:

Tips For Keeping Professional Kitchens Clean

As warmer weather returns in many parts of North
America, one thing that restaurants, school cafeterias,
and all commercial kitchens must be aware of is the
return of insects.
Many insects hide during the cold winter months,
but warmer weather brings them
out in force.
“One of the big concerns with
‘creepy crawly’ pests in food service facilities is that they carry foodborne illness,” said Mike Watt, with
Avmor, a cleaning chemical manufacturer in North America.

Watt said that cleaning solutions that digest soils
also help promote floor safety. “Embedded (food)
particulates collect grease and oil, making them slippery. This is one reason there are so many slip-andfall accidents in commercial kitchens.”

Avmor, founded in 1948, is a manufacturer and
marketer of cleaning chemicals and sustainable
solutions.
For more information about Avmor,
visit avmor.com.

Introducing A New
Colour Code System
COLOUR
CODE
available for many
SYSTEM
of our products.

FLAT MOPPING

DUSTING

WET MOPPING

Mike Watt

“E. Coli, Salmonella, Staphylococcus, can all be spread by
insects.”
Watt suggests that an increased
focus on floorcare is one of the best
ways to keep these invaders out. As
to how to do this, following are his
suggestions:
1. Clean spills immediately.
“Many commercial kitchen floors
are porous. They absorb food spills
and moisture, which attracts bugs.”
2. Clean all floor drains. This is
rarely performed, but the underside
of floor drains can get coated with
sediment, grease, oil, and food that
attract bugs. “Take drains out and
clean them about once per week.”
3.Vacuum kitchen floors. “Every
couple of weeks, vacuum a dry
kitchen floor. This helps remove
soil and food particulates in cracks,
corners, and crevices.”
4. Eliminate clutter. “Insects like
to hide in clutter. Removing clutter
is the big first step in eliminating
pests.”
5. Use digesting cleaning solutions. Food particulates get lodged
in the pores of the floor as well as
cracks, corners, and grout, “One of
the most effective ways to eradicate
them is with bio-cleaning agents.
These cleaning solutions digest organic soils in hard to reach areas
and continue working for days after
cleaning.”

WIPING
FLOOR SQUEEGEES

FOODSERVICE

Available for
Colour coded combos
are available in Green
Blue Red, Yellow and
Grey to help prevent
cross contamination

PRIVATE
LABEL

59 Talman Court, Concord ON L4K 4L5
T: 905.738.2007 I F: 905.738.2006
marino@m2mfg.com I www.m2mfg.com
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$to rise above or extend notably beyond ordinary limits

Transcend Your Expectations
with von Drehle’s New, Comprehensive
Dispenser Family
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Transcend Your Expectations
The Cost-Effective, High Capacity Tissue Solution
In a Space-Saving Design.

More Footage per Roll

Fully Enclosed

Reduces maintenance
demands by up to 93%

Protects tissue from damage
and eliminates pilferage

Finishes:

- Black

- Stainless

- White

Stub Roll Features

Dual Function Lock

Eliminates stub roll waste and
ensures full use of tissue rolls

Secure keyed lock or
easy push-button open

Bath Tissue
500 / 96
18,000 feet
per case

PR470
11,280 feet
PR470
11,280 feet

27% Less Storage Space

55% Smaller Footprint

27% more tissue per case cube
than standard bath tissue

Than average twin
Jr. jumbo tissue dispensers

by

Micro-Core Tissue Systems
von Drehle offers a complete line of quality towel and tissue products
INTEGRITY IS OUR
MOST IMPORTANT
ASSET.

T. 800-438-3631
www.vondrehle.com
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From U.S. Battery

The Grey Area Behind The Green

he maintenance and cleaning industry has been a longtime supporter
of battery-powered cleaning equipment. Engineering teams within
the industry have been constantly working to provide their customers
with battery-powered cleaning equipment that provides more power, consumes less energy and offers longer cleaning periods between charges.
This initiative, to improve performance and value, places the cleaning industry at the forefront of the green movement. Aside from the advantages
of zero-emissions and utilizing less fossil fuels, battery-powered cleaning
machines can be more cost effective and ultimately reduce annual operating
costs, greatly improving profitability.
While this sounds like a great move for the maintenance and cleaning industry on a large scale, there is some misinformation as to which types of
batteries truly provide the greatest benefit to the environment. While lithiumion batteries are gaining in popularity, the Battery Council International
(BCI) has released a study showing
that lead batteries have a recycling
rate of 99.3 percent (1). This makes
lead batteries the most recycled consumer product in the U.S., ahead of
commonly recycled products like
aluminum and steel.
In addition to this remarkable recycling rate, lead batteries are unique
in that new batteries are comprised
of roughly 80 percent recycled lead
battery material.

The Battery Council International has
released a study showing that lead batteries
have a recycling rate of 99.3 percent.
This makes lead batteries the most
recycled consumer product in the U.S.

According to a study in The Journal of The Minerals, Metals & Materials
Society (TMS), approximately 95 percent of Li-ion batteries are landfilled
instead of recycled upon reaching end-of-life (2). This is mainly due to the
purity requirements of raw materials being so high that it is not economically
feasible to recover the materials for new battery production.
According to the BCI, lead recyclers undergo some of the most restrictive
emissions regulations in the U.S. The process of recycling lead, combined
with tough emissions standards, has produced new methods of recycling
with reduced emissions that are far below EPA regulations.
The BCI also reports that contamination in the air from lead recycling
plants has dropped by 99 percent since 1980. In addition, a recent study
released by the organization suggests that the U.S. lead battery industry
enables more than 95,000 jobs for American workers, and contributed
more than $28 billion in total economic output to the national economy
in 2016 (3).

While striving for greater environmental solutions, battery manufacturers
also recommend looking behind the scenes at how and where the materials
for making batteries are sourced. While lead from batteries is almost 100
percent recycled, lithium battery manufacturers rely heavily on raw materials
sourced from mines to produce batteries. As a result, sourcing materials for

Comparisons suggest that the flooded lead-acid
battery pack provides the most cost-effective
solution at an overall purchase cost, and
operational cost per kilowatt-hour.

a growing demand for lithium batteries is under scrutiny.
A recent article in the Wall Street
Journal, written by Scott Patterson
and Russell Gold, highlighted the
race to control raw materials for the
lithium battery industry. There is currently a rush to obtain as much cobalt
as possible from large mines located
in the Congo region of Africa. Since
cobalt is a key component used in
manufacturing lithium batteries,
there is an effort to secure the area’s
natural resources for the predicted
growth of electric vehicles.
This has led some companies to utilize freelance miners, with very poor
safety records and working conditions, to obtain the cobalt needed for battery production. According to the article, it is attracting human rights
groups, such as Amnesty International, to look into these supply chains
and ensure companies are not using these freelance miners and child labor
to mine cobalt.
With predictions indicating more battery-powered equipment in the future,
it is important to note that current lead battery types remain the most cost
effective solution.
According to U. S. Battery Vice President of Engineering Fred
Wehmeyer, flooded lead-acid batteries remain the most cost-effective
method for powering cleaning machines and other battery-powered equipment. Although lithium battery packs may provide a longer cycle life,
Wehmeyer suggests comparing costs between battery packs with similar energy content (kilowatt-hours). These comparisons suggest that the flooded
lead-acid battery pack provides the most cost-effective solution at an overall
purchase cost, and operational cost per kilowatt-hour.
For now, it’s easy to see why many industries have continued to utilize
flooded lead-acid batteries to power everything from fleets of cleaning machines to golf cars, aerial lifts and more. In addition to reducing annual operating costs, industries and individuals embracing this type of battery
power are also confident in knowing that they are doing their part to help
the economy and the environment.

1 https://essentialenergyeveryday.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/EEE_Sustainable_FactSheet.pdf

2 Heelan, J., Gratz, E., Zheng, Z. et al. JOM (2016) 68: 2632. https://doi.org/10.1007/s11837-016-1994-y

3 Lead Battery Industry Provides Billions in Economic Benefit, Provides Gateway to Middle Class - Battery Council International February 1, 2018.

Visit www.usbattery.com for more information.
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We Put The
Xtreme in Clean
XC2 High Density Paste
Maximizes Runtime and Battery
Life

Heavy Duty Lead Plates w/
Heavy Duty Internal Connections

Tough Polypropylene Case Design

•Highest initial capacity.
•Fastest cycle up to full
rated capacity.
•Highest total energy
delivered over the life
of the battery.
High Torque Defect Free Terminals

Handcrafted in the USA
WWW.USBATTERY.COM
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Essity Champions Hygienic And Sustainable Business Solutions

ADVERTORIAL

By Carrie Schuster, Marketing Manager, Sustainability and Hygiene, Essity

holistic focus on sustainability is critical for
businesses today. As people spend a growing
part of their lives away from home — in
workplaces, hotels, schools, restaurants and airports,
the demand for solutions to make all aspects of life
while away from home more sustainable increases.

For instance, today’s consumers care about the entire life cycle of the product they purchase, not only
whether it can be recycled, and for good reason. Responsible end of life for products, including food,
has become an important consideration given about
95 percent of the food we throw away ends up in
landfills, according to the EPA. In response, many
forward-thinking cities and states are starting to
mandate zero waste to landfill initiatives to combat
environmentally harmful disposal of waste. (1)

As a global leader in health and well-being, Essity
aims to find solutions that improve the environment
and create value for businesses and customers alike
through its brands around the world, such as Tork,
the leading professional hygiene brand.

Tork PeakServe Continuous Hand Towel System

haulers in the country, Essity connects customers
with some of the best recovery resources available.
This means that a business’s recycled paper goes
into Essity’s fiber stream used to produce Tork paper
products, and then onto a local distributor who delivers the finished products to a business’ doorstep.
Working with local mills to re-purpose recycled
paper reduces waste and transportation costs, and
provides transparency to know where the materials
a company recycles really go.

Essity also helps businesses reduce their environmental footprint through promoting composting programs, a small act that can go a long way in making
the world a more sustainable place. Composing enriches soil, reduces the need for chemical fertilizers,
minimizes carbon footprints and lowers methane
emissions from landfills. (2)

At the core of Essity’s approach to sustainability
is its contribution to a circular economy and closed
loop system. In other words, Essity takes responsibility for every step along the supply chain; the responsible sourcing of raw materials, paper
production, transit logistics, customer recycling and
re-use of materials.
Tork EasyCube

Whether businesses want to focus on happier staff,
improving customer satisfaction or a healthier bottom line, Essity helps them achieve these goals by
putting sustainability to work through partnership
and innovation.
One way that Essity contributes to a closed loop
system is through working in close partnership with
other businesses. For example, Essity uses almost 1
million tons of recycled content per year for tissue
production in North America. By partnering with
many of the largest recyclers, shredders and waste
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Essity has partnered with healthcare facilities, corporations and universities to help them source local,
commercial composters to compost used paper
towel, napkin and facial tissue with other organic
waste streams. Through these partnerships, Essity
has helped communities and businesses dispose of
waste in a more environmentally friendly way, reducing landfill capacity while maintaining hygiene
standards.

• Tork EasyCube is an intelligent facility cleaning
solution that utilizes connected dispensers to provide
facility staff real-time data on the status of dispenser
levels. By directing cleaning teams to where they are
needed most, cleaning staff can act on what is really
needed and increase the quality of cleaning through
facilities. This new logic for cleaning saves time,
money and effort. With up to 600 more guests served
between refills, customer satisfaction is also enhanced.
As a result, Tork EasyCube helps businesses and
guests reduce waste while improving the experiences
of cleaning staff and guests alike.

• The Tork Xpressnap System reduces napkin consumption and waste by at least 25 percent through
one-at-a-time dispensing. This helps minimize foodservice businesses’ environmental impact, while improving hygiene and boosting operational efficiency.
The ad-a-glance dispensers allow restaurants to promote their brand by displaying sustainability or marketing messages, helping them focus on providing an
excellent guest experience.

It’s important for businesses to take a holistic approach to achieving their sustainability goals. As an
industry leader, Essity shows other businesses how to
implement sustainable solutions that boost their bottom line, while benefiting the environment.
Visit www.torkusa.com for more information.
(1) Will These 10 U.S. Cities Achieve Zero Waste?
(2) United States Environmental Protection Agency

Leveraging its deep knowledge about the sustainability needs that affect businesses in different industries, Essity is constantly developing innovative
products and solutions that empower companies to increase their sustainability performance:
• Tork PeakServe Continuous Hand Towel System is designed to improve efficiency, cut costs, reduce
waste and improve guests’ experiences within hightraffic restrooms. Tork PeakServe hand towels are
compressed by 50 percent so that more can fit and are
dispensed via a continuous flow. The system also allows a cleaning staff to cut refill times in half and avoid
run-outs. Thanks to one-at-a-time dispensing, guests
lower their consumption of towels. The result is a
higher standard in high-traffic dispensing: more flexibility and time for staff to focus on cleaning, fewer restroom delays and more guests who are served.

The Tork Xpressnap System

The Next Level In Green Floor Maintenance:
Bullen’s E-clean® Floor Care System

ADVERTORIAL

Eight years ago, The Bullen Companies Inc., and its E-clean® products division, introduced the next
level in green, sustainable, resilient floor maintenance with its new E-clean® floor care system. Since its
introduction, the program has been demonstrated, tested and used in a variety of conditions and facilities.

T

Go Years Without
Stripping

his philosophy of “Healthy
& Green” has guided
Bullen’s choice of ingredients for E-clean® from the very beginning. By using the E-clean®
floor care system, end-users can
save their businesses money while
helping the environment at the
same time.
The E-clean® floor care system,
which is comprised of five EPA
Safer Choice and Green Seal-approved products, is designed to
give end-users a three-year minimum, no strip floor. With its no
strip longevity, E-clean® can provide up to a 33 percent savings in floor finish and stripper costs.
The E-clean® floor care system is comprised of a Floor Finish, a Floor
Cleaner, a Floor Restorer (gel or liquid) and a Deep Scrub & Stripper.
These products were developed to work together to achieve an extended
no-strip result.
E-clean® Floor Finish is a zinc-free interlock polymer coating that
dries to a deep gloss and is extremely durable under heavy traffic. When
used with E-clean® Floor Restorer (gel or liquid), the finish is easily repaired, cleaned and restored to a brilliant gloss. When used with companion products, E-clean® Deep Scrub & Stripper and Floor Cleaner, floor
care maintenance programs will produce a safe, clean, glossy floor surface
that is durable, will save money and is compatible with the environment.

O

Odor Controlled Floor Coating

ne of the added benefits of the E-clean® Floor Finish is its lack
of typical odors associated with coatings. Since it does not use
zinc and other conventional cross linking, the finish has little if
any odor. This means it can be used in sensitive areas in hospitals, nursing
homes, schools and other facilities where the typical process of floor coating presents respiratory issues.

I

The Bullen Companies’ Green Background

n 1993, the president of the United States announced Executive Order
12873 entitled, “Federal Acquisition, Recycling and Waste Prevention,” and directed the federal government purchasing authorities to
show favor to products and services that, “Have a lesser or reduced effect
on human health and the environment when compared with competing

products or services that serve the
same purpose.” Bullen developed
the E-clean® product formulations to meet or exceed these new
standards.

T

Green And
Getting Greener

he Bullen Companies began
a program over six years
ago to use only safer surfactants in all its cleaning, disinfecting
and maintenance products. Safer
surfactants, as defined by the Safer
Detergents Stewardship Initiative
(SDSI) under the Safer Choice program, are surfactants that break
down quickly to non-polluting
compounds and help protect aquatic life, in both fresh and salt water —
all without changing the product’s performance.
Nonylphenol ethoxylates, commonly referred to as NPEs, are an example
of a surfactant class that does not meet the definition of a safer surfactant.
Therefore, Bullen has commenced a total phaseout of NPEs in all of
its products. Bullen’s goal is to complete a 100 percent transition away
from NPEs over the next 24 months.
In addition, Bullen commits to using safer surfactant alternatives as
recognized by the Safer Choice and listed at www.Cleangredients.com.
The Bullen Companies began the transition to safer surfactants through
the launch of its Safer Choice-approved E-clean® product line and private
label products. Currently, the company has 17 Safer Choice-recognized
and two Green Seal Certified products.

E-clean® Floor Care Program Benefits

Labor Cost Savings
Finish & Stripper Savings
Total Savings
Indoor air pollution reduction
Sewage pollution reduction

40 percent
33 percent

38 percent
38 percent

$31,800.00
$14,521.00
$46,321.00
329 pounds
1,010 pounds

Savings are calculated based on the ISSA Cleaning Times Calculator.
Figures are based on 100,000 square feet.

For more information on the E-Clean® Floor Care System,
visit: www.e-cleanproducts.com.
For more information on The Bullen Companies,
visit: www.bullenonline.com.
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When it comes to sustainability and environmental
responsibility, the von Drehle Corporation leads the way
-and has been for over forty-four years.

S
The von Drehle Corporation
has received Green SealTM
&HUWL¿FDWLRQIRUDYDULHW\RI
towel and tissue products.

The von Drehle Corporation is an
Approved Supplier on the EPA’s
Comprehensive Procurement
Guidelines Supplier database

The von Drehle Corporation
LVDQ$OO\0HPEHUDQG
$SSURYHG9HQGRURIWKH
“Green” Hotels Association

The von Drehle Corporation
LVDSURXG0HPEHURI
the U.S. Green Building Council

ince 1974, the von Drehle Corporation has been practicing
environmentally sound production methods and has continued to
ensure that the majority of their products are made from 100% recycled
ÀEHUDQGPHHWRUH[FHHG(3$JXLGHOLQHVIRUSRVWFRQVXPHUFRQWHQW+DYLQJ
PRGHUQHIÀFLHQWIDFLOLWLHVDQGHTXLSPHQWDOORZYRQ'UHKOHWRSURGXFHKLJK
TXDOLW\SDSHUSURGXFWVFRQVLVWHQWO\DQGPRVWLPSRUWDQWO\UHVSRQVLEO\

von Drehle’s Paper Mills (DFKDQGHYHU\SDUHQWUROOWKDWLVSURGXFHG
at von Drehle’s paper mills is made from
 UHF\FOHG ÀEHU ,Q IDFW WKH 6WDWH RI
1RUWK&DUROLQDKDVFODVVLÀHGYRQ'UHKOH·V
&RUGRYDIDFLOLW\DVD´5HF\FOLQJ&HQWHUµ
1RWDVLQJOHWUHHLVKDUYHVWHGWRVXSSO\YRQ
'UHKOH·VWKUHHSDSHUPDFKLQHV
 7REHDEOHWRXVHUHF\FOHGÀEHUDQGSRVW
FRQVXPHU ZDVWH D GHLQNLQJ DQG FOHDQLQJ
SURFHVVLVUHTXLUHGWRUHPRYHLQNVFOD\V
DQG RWKHU LPSXULWLHV WKDW ZRXOG GLVFRORU
RU FRUUXSW WKH ÀQLVKHG SURGXFW 0DQ\ ID
cilities use harsh, hazardous chemicals
LQWKHVHSURFHVVHV²DOORIZKLFKFUHDWHD
multitude of environmental problems and
FRQFHUQV
 YRQ 'UHKOH·V VWDWHRIWKHDUW GHLQN
ing and cleaning facilities do not use any
KDUVKFKHPLFDOV5HF\FOHGÀEHULVGHLQNHG
DQG FOHDQVHG XVLQJ H[WUHPHO\ KRW ZDWHU
DQGSUHVVXUH)XUWKHUPRUHYRQ'UHKOHUH
F\FOHV WKH ZDWHU RYHU DQG RYHU UHVXOWLQJ
in using less than a third of the industry’s
VWDQGDUG
 0DQ\ SDSHU PLOOV GXPS WKH OHIWRYHU
E\SURGXFWVLQODQGÀOOVYRQ'UHKOHKRZ
HYHUKDVGHYHORSHGDSURJUDPZKHUHWKH\
WDNH WKLV ÀEHU DVK DQG VSUHDG LW RXW RQ
ODUJH WUDFWV RI ODQG SORZ LW LQWR WKH VRLO
DQGJURZFRYHUFURSV1RWRQO\GRHVWKLV
LPSURYH WKH VRLO WH[WXUH DQG LWV DELOLW\ WR
hold moisture, it enables them to divert
DSSUR[LPDWHO\GXPSWUXFNORDGVSHU
\HDU IURP WKH ODQGÀOOV  )XUWKHUPRUH DV
WKHVOXGJHEUHDNVGRZQLWSURYLGHVQXWUL
HQWVWRWKHVRLO

“ I N T E G R I T Y I S O U R M O S T I M P O R T A N T A S S E T ” - von Drehle Corporation
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von Drehle’s Converting (QHUJ\DXGLWVKDYHEHHQFRQGXFWHGE\HQ
JLQHHULQJ H[SHUWV ZKR UHYLHZHG OLJKWLQJ
V\VWHPV²ERWKLQVLGHDQGRXW%\XSJUDG
LQJ OLJKWLQJ V\VWHPV WR PRUH HQHUJ\HIÀ
FLHQWDQGRUPRWLRQDFWLYDWHGV\VWHPVYRQ
Drehle has reduced energy consumption
E\ZHOORYHUSHU\HDU
 $OOHQGFXWVRU´FRRNLHVµDUHFROOHFW
HGDQGUHF\FOHG%DOHUVZHUHLQVWDOOHGWR
FRPSDFWWKHUHF\FOHGPDWHULDOVYRQ'UHKOH
WUDFNV WKH ZDVWH SHUFHQWDJH PRQWKO\ LQ
HDFKIDFLOLW\DQGDUHFRQVLVWHQWO\EHORZLQ
GXVWU\DYHUDJHV3DUHQWUROOFRUHVDUHFRO
lected and returned to the mill to be used
again, and recycled pallets are reused or
UHSDLUHG

For additional information, contact:
7KLUG$YH1(+LFNRU\1&
7ROO)UHH
ZZZYRQGUHKOHFRP
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Springtime At Queenaire Technologies

ADVERTORIAL

pring is in the air. Unfortunately, not every
Duffy noted that Queenaire Technologies’
smell indoors is as fresh and pleasant as a
products are built to last, often being used for
gentle outdoor breeze. There is help, how10 to 30 years.
ever, in the form of ozone generators and hy“A 30-year-old Rainbowair machine was redroxyl air treatment systems manufactured by
cently brought to our facility for service,” Duffy
Queenaire Technologies, Inc., and sold through
said. “We made some repairs and it continues
a network of jan/san distributorships.
to be used today.
The company, based in Ogdensburg, NY,
“Our products have a long life and are afproduces and sells a variety of products that perfordable. They are not designed to be quickly
manently destroy indoor air odors naturally —
discarded into a landfill. Maintenance kits
using what nature provides in the form of
are available for all of our units.”
ozone, hydroxyl radicals and UV light.
“The one characteristic that all of our prodA Team Of Experts
ucts have in common is that they reproduce what
ehind every successful company is a
happens naturally outdoors — every single day,”
strong team of dedicated and experisaid Queenaire Technologies Founder and
enced people — from production and
President Susan Duffy. “If there were no ozone
customer service to strong management and
and hydroxyl radicals in the air, there would be
new product development. This is certainly true
no way to stop unpleasant outdoor odors.
at Queenaire Technologies.
“Ozone is the ‘fresh’ a person smells in
“Many of our employees have been with
‘fresh air.’ There is nothing ‘greener.’ This is
the company for 10 to 15 years. This includes
Members of the management and staff at Queenaire Technologies include, from
how outdoor air is cleaned.”
our production staff and an experienced cusleft to right, Bryan Irvine, assembly; Josh Beldock, warehouse manager;
Ozone is often referred to as nature’s own
tomer service team who are supported by
Paul McGrath, director of operations; Manual Fernandez, assembly; Richard
purifier. It’s most evident at the seashore, near
strong management,” Duffy said. “These
Luscombe-Mills, head of R & D; Susan Duffy, president; Mary Grieder, Internet
a waterfall, in a rainforest and after a thundercompany representatives are very familiar
marketing; Pamela Ives, assembly; Nicole Duffy, CFO; and, Mike Dority, assembly.
storm. Ozone is present in the air we breathe
with the application of our products and can
every day, and has been used over the past cenanswer the hard questions. This experience is
tury to purify water and eliminate a wide range of odors.
what keeps us moving forward and growing year-after-year, helping to make sure our
Ozone is not used as a re-odorant, but rather totally destroys offending gases, react- products stay viable.”
ing with contaminants in air, water, and on fabrics, walls and ceilings. Hydroxyl radicals,
Two people who have played a particularly strong role at Queenaire Technologies
meanwhile, are formed in nature by the reaction of UV light from the sun and dissociated over the years have been Dr. Peter Sewell, lead physicist for the company, and Richard
water vapor. Hydroxyl radical is often referred to as the “detergent” of the troposphere (the Luscombe-Mills, director of research & development.
lowest part of the atmosphere), because it helps destroy many pollutants.
“Dr. Sewell plays a major role in testing and development of our new designs. He was
originally assigned by the National Research Council in Canada to work with one of the
Duffy, along with an experienced staff, oversee a wide range of ozone
first ozone generator companies, and has been involved in this field since the 1970s,”
and hydroxyl-generated products under the following brand names:
Duffy said. “Richard Luscombe-Mills has been in this industry for almost as long. I ac■ Queenaire Technologies — The tually worked for Richard at another company years ago. He has helped us attain many
company’s original line of ozone-gen- patents over the years, and is a very talented engineer. It’s good to have someone like
erated products, Queenaire has had Richard who can take an idea and help turn it into a finished product.”
great success in such markets as hosThe company benefits from a strong and knowledgeable production team that have a
pitality and property management. great deal of pride in building quality products made in the United States at the company’s
This line is filled with products that Ogdensburg, NY, facility. “We are also employing local families, which is huge,” Duffy
are easily maintained and can last in said. “It feels good that our products are made in the USA, and that they are dethe field for 20-plus years;
signed to be environmentally friendly and to help people eliminate odor issues.
■ Newaire — This brand includes
“We also find great value in helping our distributor partners succeed in the marketproducts with state-of-the-art hydroxyl place. I truly understand their needs. I started my own company after being involved
generator technology; as well as the for many years with selling ozone-related products. This included making cold calls
Newaire Plugin and Newaire Auto and knocking on doors. I know the value of having the right tools in place in order to
which are designed, respectively, to successfully sell a product. Therefore, when a person calls our office, he/she will talk
run continuously in rooms up to 500 to one of our representatives. My cell phone number is also listed on my business
square feet and in automobiles, recre- card. I want my distributors to be able to reach us and get their questions anational and commercial vehicles; and, swered immediately.”
■ Rainbowair Activators — A
The staff at Queenaire Technologies also understands that distributor sales represenbrand that dates to the 1970s and was tatives need product samples and literature to help them in the selling process. These are
purchased by Queenaire Technologies all things that are provided by the company. Videos, showing — among other topics —
in 2002. Duffy said her staff has made how to maintain the company’s equipment, treat odors in cars and how ozone technology
significant improvements to this line, actually works, are also now available through Queenaire Technologies.
“As a company, we work at providing distributors with important product information
which is often used in heavy-duty industrial settings. Success stories have and a dependable supply of quality items that their end-user customers will be satisfied
followed. For example, Queenaire with over the long run,” Duffy said. “We also show our distributors the many possibilTechnologies has sold Rainbowair 1000 ities for future sales in such high growth markets as health care, automotive, foodservice
Series II ozone generators to Infiniti car dealerships across North America. This product has and day care, etc.
“I always tell everybody selling our products, ‘Keep
been designated by Nissan, the maker of Infiniti, as an essential item for such dealerships.
your nose open. If you walk inside a facility and smell
“Our Rainbowair ozone generators are also very popular with realtors, funeral homes, a bad odor, you have a sales opportunity.’ When a disfire and flood restoration companies, etc.,” Duffy said. “These three brands have provided tributor sales representative can fix an odor problem
us with a strong foundation for growth. There continues to be great demand for odor-free that end-user will often want to know what other items
he/she has to sell. That is key.”
environments.
“We are also seeing more people who are sensitive to chemicals, and thus better served
by ozone and hydroxyl-generated products for odor control.”
Visit www.ozoneexperts.com or Call 1-866-676-9663 for more information.
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Green Fly, Floor And Drain Treatment Solutions
From Clearly Better Solutions™

etering fruit flies and drain flies is no longer a challenge with the Smart Drain™ Suite of Green Products. We treat the drain flies and fruit flies at the
drain and in the air!
Restaurant and commercial kitchens can be free of smelly,
clogged drains, greasy floors and those pesky fruit/drain flies
surrounding floor drains, soda fountains and beer taps thanks
to the four natural and environmentally friendly products
from Clearly Better Solutions™ — the Smart Beverage
Tray™, Smart Drain™, Smart Trap™ and Smart Floor™.

Smart Beverage Tray™ — Sugary syrup and alcohol residue in beverage and bar sink drains is a breeding
ground for fruit/drain flies and bacteria that clogs the
drainage lines. The solution...simply place 1 or 2 Smart
Beverage Tray™ Solution drain maintenance cartridge
sleeves into the bottom of the fountain or bar trough sink.
The Bug Block eliminates the fruit/drain flies and the Bio
Block enzymes eliminates odors and clogs in the drain lines
for 30 days. The product is available in 12 and 48 packs.
“The combination of these two parts of each Smart Beverage Tray™ gets rid of clogs and organic material, while
eliminating the flies and larvae. The product is designed to
last up to four weeks in the beverage or beer tray and then
simply replace with a new one,” Intercon Chemical Company President Jim Epstein said. “End-users simply put the
Smart Beverage Tray™ under the beer tap or soda fountain
grate and this will soon eradicate any issues.”

Smart Trap™ — Remember how effective fly strips
were? Smart Trap™ has the same efficacy and safety and is
ideal for use around food. This environmentally safe fruit
fly trap is non- toxic, contains no insecticide and is very effective. Smart Traps are
aesthetically pleasing and
“hide in plain sight,” looking like a scent diffuser with
customers even installing
these traps in donut cases.
The plastic holder is recyclable. Prime areas for fruit
fly infestation is on or near
liquor bottles where fruit
No Flies Zone
flies are attracted to sugars;
around spilled food on the floor, behind cabinets, under tables, and on or under food prep areas. No kitchen is immune
from fruit fly infestations year round as fruit fly eggs come
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in on fresh produce. When Smart Trap™ is used in conjunction with Smart Beverage Tray™ and Smart
Drain™ it can eliminate up to 98 percent of fruit flies
and drain flies in commercial kitchens and bars. Smart
Trap™ lasts 30 days and requires no batteries.

Smart Drain™ —Removing the floor drain cover in
a commercial kitchen will almost always reveal a disgusting,
unsanitary problem. It’s here that grease, oil, fats and organic
debris can collect and rot. Because of this, it is also a favorite
place for drain flies to lay
their eggs. Eventually, these
newly hatched flies will
cause a nuisance around soda
fountains and beer taps, too.
This is an even worse problem during the warm seasons
and for restaurants with outdoor kitchens and bars.
The Smart Drain™ device
works great in the kitchen
and restrooms by eliminating
drain clogs/odors and drain
flies. Simply remove existing
drain covers and install
patented drain covers which
house the dual action Bug
Block and Bio Block drain
cartridges.
It takes seconds to install, lasts up to 60 days.
With the Smart Key, end-users don’t have to touch the
Smart Drain™ cartridge to remove it. Simply click onto
the cartridge and lift it from the drain cover — then toss
the cartridge and key into recycling or the trash.

Smart Floor™ — The
fourth important component to
Clearly Better’s focus on cleanliness of commercial kitchens is
Smart Floor™ daily floor wash.
The cleaner features powerful
agents and grease-digesting microbes that work in partnership
with the Smart Drain™ cartridges.
This no rinse floor cleaner is an
enzyme based floor cleaner that is
very effective in cleaning greasy
slippery floors. Just mop on and
squeegee off. Saves a lot of water
and labor since it is a no rinse
floor cleaner. After 30 days of
daily use end-users should see a
great improvement in their floors.
“As water is used during the
Smart Drain™ and
floor cleaning process and
Smart Floor™
goes down the drain, it activates the natural compounds
found in Smart Drain™,” Epstein said. “This process not
only cleans the drain, but also
gets rid of odors and the
breeding ground for drain flies while eliminating existing larvae.”
Smart Floor™ comes in single use packets as well as
1 gallon and 2.5 gallon packages…. One packet (or 2.5
ounces) is used per 3-4 gallon mop bucket of water.

ADVERTORIAL

Users simply mop the floor with the diluted Smart
Floor™ solution, then squeegee the water down the drain
and let it air dry … no rinsing, no picking up the dirty solution and no scrubbing. Smart Floor™ contains detergent combined with enzymes that digest grease and
organic material found on the kitchen floor and grounded
into grout.
According to Epstein, major restaurant chains that have
started using Smart Floor™ have been able to not only improve kitchen floor care, but reported savings of millions
of gallons of water per year. One large chain tested Smart
Floor™ for 9 months in 200 restaurants and now uses the
product in over 2,000 facilities around the country.
“There is no rinsing required with Smart Floor™, no
flooding of the floor with water. End-users simply
squeegee the mopped-on solution down the drain and
let the floor air dry,” Epstein said. “Also, grout will return to pristine condition in a week to 10 days.
“Smart Floor™ is a great companion to Smart
Drain™, Smart Trap™ and Smart Tray™. The four
products in the program complement one another when
it comes to proper floor maintenance, odor, grease and
fly control while saving customers labor, water and time.
Grease traps also don’t have to be pumped as often.”
There is also a safety factor involved, according to
Epstein. Most slip and fall accidents in kitchens happen
due to greasy floors. Smart Drain™ and Smart Floor™
work together to take away grease, leaving drains clogfree and floors cleaner and safer.
Clearly Better Solutions™ is the latest branding
venture of the innovative team at Intercon Chemical
Company, of St. Louis, MO. Intercon, founded by Epstein in 1982, employs over 150 chemists, engineers,
production workers, office and customer service team
members at its 300,000-square-foot facility.
Consumers not familiar with Intercon will be familiar
with the Intercon-created chemical lines
of leading cleaning product brand successes. This includes Method Home Care
in retail and national and global customers in the industrial/institutional/
commercial market.
“Our Clearly Better Brand of products and programs is designed to bring
breakthrough technologies to market in
cleaning, disinfection, sanitation, skin
care, air treatment and odor control,”
Epstein said. “Our mission is to deliver
innovative, customer friendly and environmentally responsible solutions that
solve problems not adequately addressed
by current options.”
Clearly Better Solutions™
offers programs under its
Smart Beverage Tray™,
Smart Trap™, Smart
Drain™, Smart Floor™,
Smart Air™, PURE Hard
Surface™, Clearly Better
Scents™ and Clearly Better
Medical brands™.

Visit www.clearlybetter.com and
www.interconchemical.com
for more information.

Nyco Products

Finish Strong: Help Customers Select The Right Floor Finish
For A Champion Caliber Program

Within seconds of entering a building the appearance of its floors leave a lasting impression on visitors. A beautiful floor will be noticed and recognized, however, creating and
maintaining this beauty isn’t as easy as it looks. How can distributors help customers build
a champion-caliber floor care program that performs consistently? One key lies in matching
them up with the right floor finish.
A single coat of floor finish is thinner than a human hair yet should have enough protective characteristics to withstand the abuse of dirty shoes, snowy boots, sliding chairs,
splashed water, spilled snacks, and thousands of footsteps. Floor finishes are a balance in
compromise …they must be high gloss yet slip resistant, buffable yet mark-resistant,
durable, yet easily removed.
Among the attributes to evaluate of any given floor finish are gloss, hardness, durability,
scuff resistance, black mark resistance, slip resistance for safety, clarity, dry time, and ease
of application.
The type of floor equipment a customer uses, along with the skill of their labor force
and frequency of maintenance will all be important factors in which finish you recommend.
Knowing which questions to ask is the start of the process. Here’s how Nyco® does it…

What type of Floor Maintenance Program do you have?

We categorize programs into 3 basic buckets based on frequency of
buffing. Aspects of these programs may have some overlap between them:

1. Frequent, High Speed Burnishing Program

This usually means burnishing 1-7 times per week, with a
propane or electric high speed burnisher. It requires a skilled and
trained labor force. If you have this type of program we recommend Pro-Ultra 22 Ultra High Speed Floor Finish.

2. Periodic Buffing Program

Maintenance is performed as often
as 1-2 times per week to as little as
once per quarter, with a low or high
speed electric floor machine. Nyco
carries three finishes for the needs of
these types of customers, with varying solids content.

• Reflection 25. With 25% solids,
this high solids finish can save a good
amount of labor and time. Higher
solids are more challenging to lay down, however, they require fewer coats of finish for the
same degree of gloss and protection. High
solids finishes also require longer dry time, so
for areas with high humidity, high solids finishes may not be the ideal choice.

ADVERTORIAL

3. No Buffing Program

For programs that are employ a simple scrub-and-recoat with no interim maintenance, customers can choose
either Dual 18 High/Low Speed Super Gloss Floor Finish for standard traffic areas, or Ure-Coat Urethane
Fortified Seal & Finish for industrial floors or areas
with higher foot traffic.

Is a “green” floor
finish required?

Certain buildings such as those with LEED or green
requirements necessitate the use of “green” finishes. If
this is the case your choices will be limited to finishes
that have independent Green Certification, and often include VOC level considerations and exclusion of heavy
metals. Choose e.Coat Zinc Free Floor Finish.

To sum it up, all Nyco® floor finishes are high gloss, extremely durable,
scuff and black mark resistant, and meet or exceed ASTM D-2047 standards
for Slip Resistance. The variables that will differentiate which finish should
be recommended include:
• How frequently the customer performs floor maintenance;
• What type of equipment they use;
• The skill level of their labor force;
• Environmental conditions such as temperature and humidity; and,
• Whether Green Certification is required.
For additional information or training on how to help customers
select the right floor finish for their building and program, call Nyco®
at 800-752-4754 or contact them via their website at nycoproducts.com.
*All Nyco® floor finishes meet ASTM D-2047 standards, with Slip Resistance greater than 0.5% coefficient of friction.

Quick Guide to Nyco® Floor Finishes

• Hard Cost 19. In contrast to Reflection 25,
Hard Coat 19 is easy to apply and forgiving of
skill level. But you will need to apply 5 coats
for every 4 coats of Reflection 25. Many floor
care professionals know “The Rule of 100,”
which says that the number of coats of finish
that are needed on a floor is equal to: 100 divided by the solids percentage of the finish. For
Hard Coat 19, 100/19% = 5 coats.

• Reflection 22. With 22% solids, this finish
is a flexible balance for many programs. It offers an excellent level of gloss and protection,
is easier to apply than Reflection 25, and usually needs about 4-5 coats of finish for optimal
performance.
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Certifiably Green
• ACS is the first and only manufac- • ACS is an ISO 9001 Certified
turer to achieve UL (Underwriter’s
Laboratory) Certification ensuring
full compliance that all pads produced contain 100% Recycled Post
Consumer PET Fiber primarily from
plastic bottles.

• Other companies claim that their
pads will biodegrade. Even if this
were true, which it is really not, we
all know that these pads will remain
in the environment for extremely
long periods of time once thrown
away. Biodegradability to the molecular level is unachievable. The
State of California will not allow
this claim and there are a number of
other states in line to eliminate this
biodegradability claim as well.
We see other companies
making marketing claims
about being Green, however,
ACS is Certifiably Green!

• To meet UL Certification our

Company adhering to International Manufacturing Plant goes through
Standards of this documented qual- an annual audit of documents back
ity system. Not only will you receive to origin fiber, internal processes
the Green Products you require but of compliance and material routing
you will also get dependable conspecifications to each and every pad
sistent product quality that your
sold.
customers expect.
The first and only UL certified ECO Friendly
Floor Pad and Hand Pad line.

• UL is a global independent safety science company with more than a
century of expertise innovating solutions. With UL’s environmental claim
validations, products come armed with independent third-party confirmation
of their compliance with various green codes, standards, and procurement
policies including:
The Leed® Green Building Rating System, GSA Advantage®, ASHRAE 189.1
and more. This helps product visibility among key specifiers while driving
marketplace demand. This is not a certification service. Because these
environmental claim validations are booked by UL, one of the world’s most
trusted names in product safety and certification, customers can feel
empowered, and can make more informed purchasing decisions that help
counter the green washing claims.
We chose UL certification because of their rigorous standards.

ACS unique process creates pad products made from the highest quality postconsumer recycled PET fiber primarily from plastic water bottles and jugs.
This, combined with our proprietary resin binders, produces the
Best Eco Friendly pad lines in the industry without added cost to you.
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ACS Industries, Inc. • One New England Way, Lincoln, RI 02865
Toll free: 800-222-2880 • Fax: 401-333-6088
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From Americo: TrapEze®
Disposable Dusting Sheets

From Innovative Chemical Corporation:

Green Chemicals, Smart Application, Amazing Results
ADVERTORIAL

Innovative Chemical Corporation is continuously looking for ways to provide earth-friendly products that produce great results. ICC prides itself on making choices at
the beginning stages of the manufacturing processes that
will ensure products that get the job done, and maintain the
integrity of their clean earth aesthetic.
These green products have been created with ICC’s commitment to good science, and they've been tested and proven
effective:
n O2 is a multipurpose deodorizing cleaner that uses the
power of orange citrus components and hydrogen peroxide
to clean any surface. O2 is a highly concentrated natural
cleaner that does not contain bleach, phosphates, or butyl
solvents. This cleaner provides a color, safe bleaching action
without harmful additives.
n Oh So Natural packages invigorating granules into
smart pouches that allow the deodorizing properties to work
in a controlled container for single “set and forget” use. Simply remove them from their vacuum sealed packages and set
them in offices, cars, closets, kitchens, bathrooms and really
any dry area you'd like to refreshen with one of our two
Odagon scents. There is no danger of staining, and the pouch
can simply be moved to another space where it can keep
working to freshen the air.
n Dumpster Breath is 8 pounds or 40 pounds of deodorizing granules for larger applications. Pour the granules directly over refuse and change your dumpster’s breath for

Americo Manufacturing Company, a manufacturer of
commercial cleaning products, introduces TrapEze Disposable Dusting Sheets.
“TrapEze is a single-ply, double-sided, disposable, adhesive-coated dusting cloth, manufactured to conveniently
fit current dusting tools. TrapEze employs a patent-pending
design which externally coats non-woven fibers with a proprietary adhesive on both sides of the material. Exposed
adhesive removes more dust and dirt than traditional dusting without leaving a sticky residue behind,” according to
the company.

good. The granules will not affect the constitution of trash,
but they will make alleys and waste areas smell less intrusive
and more like lavender or cherries. This product works especially well in hot, humid climates.
Odagon is still available in the 13 scents enjoyed as spray
deodorizers, but now the deodorizing formula can be used
where dry treatments are more effective. Deodorize life with
all of the Odagon choices.

From APC Filtration:

Janitized® Premium
Aftermarket Filters

Visit www.iccmn.com for more information.

Janitized® Compostable Vacuum Bags is the industry’s
first compostable vacuum cleaner filter bag to be approved
and validated by Underwriters Laboratories (UL), and to
earn the Certified Bio Based Product Certification and Label
from the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA).
All products and packaging are made from 100 percent
renewable resources, designed to be recycled and/or biodegrade when aerobically composted. This reduces the amount
of valuable resources entering landfills to meet Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) Green Guidelines.
Janitized®, a division of APC Filtration Inc., has the industry’s only Certified Choice for Green Cleaning.
Call 1-888-689-1235; Email: customerservice@apcfilters.com or visit www.janitized.com for more information.

“We are excited to bring this product to the market.
Americo prides itself on innovation, and we believe our
patent-pending design will change the commercial surface
cleaning game,” said President of Americo, Richard Rones.
Designed to be used with any existing dusting tool, TrapEze is available in 5-inch and 8-inch widths. Sheets are
perforated every 6 inches allowing the user to select the
size that’s needed for a particular dusting application. Recommended for dust and debris removal on any hard surface
floor, TrapEze can also be used clean high and hard to
reach places, along with baseboards, moldings, ceiling
fans, bookshelves, cabinets, radiators and lamp shades.
“The dusting sheets prevent the cross contamination and
are perfect for facilities with high hygienic standards like
hospitals, physician offices and nursing homes,” said John
Miller, Americo executive vice president of sales and marketing. “Disposable dusting sheets also reduce the cost associated with laundering traditional dust mops and the need
to store unsightly soiled mops.”
TrapEze Disposable Dusting Sheets are also available
with distributor private labeling. Included with Americo’s
established standard private label program, TrapEze can be
privately name branded and offers a full sales, marketing
and customer service support team.
TrapEze Disposable Dusting Sheets are now available
nationwide. Visit www.americotrapeze.com.

Trojan Battery Showcases Reliant™ AGM Power Solutions At INTERCLEAN Amsterdam

Trojan Battery, Co. LLC, showcased its advanced deep-cycle
Reliant™ AGM batteries at Interclean Amsterdam 2018.
“Engineered to increase performance, reduce downtime and extend battery life of floor cleaning equipment, Trojan’s Reliant
AGM batteries are recommended for floor machine applications
and address the most demanding deep-cycling requirements,” said
the company.
Trojan described the products exhibited as:
• The Reliant AGM, the only true deep-cycle AGM battery on
the market today;
• HydroLink™ Single-Point Watering System for Trojan’s
Flooded battery models;
• Trojan’s Reliant AGM Battery offering;

• Reliant™ AGM with C-Max Technology™ from Trojan Battery is a true deep-cycle AGM battery, providing maximum sustained performance and increased total energy output to meet
demanding deep-cycling requirements for a variety of applications. Floor scrubber and sweeper equipment will benefit from the
true deep-cycle design of Reliant™ AGM, as well as features that
allow its use in locations where regulatory mandates require nonspillable batteries, including airports, healthcare facilities, shopping centers and educational institutions.
Trojan Reliant AGM batteries are manufactured in the U.S.
and certified for non-hazardous shipping per U.S. DOT/IATA
regulations.
To learn more, visit www.trojanbattery.com.
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Generations: Continued From Page 25

lower, but will probably go up over time as you reflect on the event through photos and fond memories,” he said. “When many economists are asked
how a person can get more ‘bang for their money,’
they will often discuss the importance of purchasing
an ‘experience.’
“The same holds true at the workplace. If employees view their work as simply being ‘material’ in na-

www.waggl.com and www.tinypulse.com.”
n Blending work with everyday life is becoming
Why is all of this important? Because members of the
the
norm — “We have been seeing for several years
millennial generation view work differently than past
companies
offering nap times, access to gyms, bean
generations. Jenkins outlined the work preferences of
bags
as
chairs
and other non-traditional working
four generations:
‘perks.’
It’s
an
indicator
of how working life is blendn Builders see work as a responsibility, view theming
in
with
everyday
life.
People are taking more
selves as “lifers,” and have the overall opinion that,
work
home
with
them,
while
also bringing more parts
“You’re lucky to have a job;”
of
their
everyday
life to work. This has
n Baby boomers see work as “a place,”
resulted
in
blended
environments,” Jenkare defined by their work, and feel “loyalty
“Coaching is a powerful tool, and is the
ins
said.
“I
would
caution
business ownis rewarded;”
ers
from
quickly
jumping
into some of
No.
1
leadership
style
that
resonates
n Gen X members see work as a means to
those
‘blended’
features
at
work,
but there
an end, view work as a “tool,” and go by the
with
millennials.
It’s
good
to
‘trade
sage
is
nothing
wrong
with
asking
your
current
motto, “Work hard, play hard;” and,
workforce
about
their
preferences.
Makn Millennials see work as “a vehicle,” are
on the stage for guide on the side.’”
ing
such
changes
may
help
them
become
fulfilled by work, and strive to “work
more creative, while streamlining the
smarter.”
workplace.
Jenkins added members of emerging
ture,
satisfaction
can
start
high
but
goes
down
over
“Whether
you like it or not, business owners are
generations are more likely to choose a specific
time.
Compare
that
with
an
organization
focused
on
competing
against
companies that have these types of
city to live in before they choose a specific job. The
providing
great
employee
‘experiences.’
The
satiswork
environments.
Sometimes these environments
next generation of employees should also be viewed
faction
of
this
job
may
start
lower,
but
often
increases
can
also
attract
new
and
better talent.”
as “empowered employees.”
n
over
time.
This
can
result
in
higher
employee
attenThe
timetable
of
life
has changed with millen“If they are feeling dissatisfied and disengaged, they
tion
and
retention.
nials
—
“The
average
age
of people getting married
are not going to wait long to find something else,” he
“The
goal
is
to
help
shift
a
millennial’s
view
of
your
in
the
1970s
was
around
23,
today it’s 33. Millennisaid. “This is why it’s so important to enhance the emcompany
from
that
of
being
a
‘material
employer,’
to
als
are
waiting
longer
to
get
married,
buy homes and
ployee experience. The positive impact an organizathe
more
favorable
‘experiential
employer.’”
have
children.
It’s
therefore
important
to look at
tion’s processes, policies, perks and programs have
Jenkins
gave
an
example
of
how
a
national
restaurant
today’s
different
life
stages.
A
25-year-old
with three
on its people can create companies where people
chain
has
implemented
an
app
for
its
front-line
employchildren
has
different
priorities
than
a
25-year-old
want, not need, to work.”
with no spouse or child,” Jenkins said. “I think orJenkins also explained the important difference be- ees to provide a better “experiential experience.”
“Let’s
say
you
are
a
trained
employee
at
this
restauganizations that have thrived in this area have been
tween being a “material employer” and an “experienrant
and
are
scheduled
to
have
a
day
off.
You
are
going
a little more fluid with their benefits, helping emtial employer.”
to
meet
with
friends,
but
these
friends
canceled
on
you
ployees want to stay longer.
“Let’s say you are in the market to purchase a laptop
at
the
last
minute.
Since
you
now
have
some
free
time,
“For example, vacation time is very important to
computer. Your satisfaction with that laptop is going
you
decide
to
work
after
all.
That
employee
can
now
millennials.
They like to travel. But as they get older,
to start high and then go down over time, as the newopen
the
restaurant’s
internal
app,
view
all
restaurants
and
start
to
have
families, this focus may change.”
ness of the laptop wares off and as new updates come
n
from
that
chain
in
the
area
that
need
additional
help,
Job
hopping
should not necessarily be viewed
out. This is because it is a ‘material’ object. Now comselect
one
of
those
restaurants,
work
for
a
few
hours
as
a
“red
flag”
for
employers — “Simple job hoppare that to purchasing an ‘experience,’ such as a vaand
then
get
paid
a
premium
wage,”
Jenkins
said.
ping
is
not
the
‘red
flag’ it once was among many
cation. Your satisfaction with the vacation may start
“This is a great example of how one or- of today’s business owners when reviewing réganization is creating a better experience sumés. The new ‘red flag’ is when a person
for its employees.”
changes jobs many times within the same industry,
He added that it’s important to identify while also having the same type of role at each
any friction points that can be found company,” Jenkins said. “Many millennials view
throughout the work cycle of an employee. themselves as ‘free agents,’ when it comes to their ca“Just like your first positive Uber trip, reers.
it’s important to ask yourself, ‘How can
“Also, many members of the younger generations
I create a more effortless and seamless recognize that they could live and work for a very
experience for my employees?’” Jenkins long time. Therefore, they want to be continuous
said. “The answers resulting from this learners, with experiences that focus on different roles
question can be applied to recruiting, within a company and industry. They understand that,
training and the actual job itself.
‘What I know today may be outdated within 10
“This is important, as the next genera- years.’”
tion of employees will have even greater
He added that many younger employees don’t
elevated expectations of work.”
equate the specific company where they’re employed
with “stability.” Instead, they equate their own skill
WHAT ELSE?
sets with “stability.”
“They are asking themselves, ‘What skills do
ther notes from Jenkins’ presenta- I have, and how can I shop them around?’”
tion for greater employee satisfac- Jenkins said.
tion and retention included:
n A little research can go a long way
Ryan Jenkins is an internationally recognized
when trying to find solutions for emMillennial and Generation Z keynote speaker,
ployee friction issues — “There are soft- Inc.com columnist and author of, “The Millennial
ware solutions available to help streamline Manual: The Complete How-To Guide to Manage,
the process of dealing with employee fricDevelop, and Engage Millennials at Work.”
Phone Number: 1-800-992-0181
tion points and/or low employee life cy- He is also a Partner at 21Mill.com, a micro-learnFax Number: 316-267-2930
cles at your business. It just takes a little
e-mail address: gscjansplymfr@juno.com
ing platform dedicated to helping Millennials
website: giftsalescompany.net
research,” Jenkins said. “I suggest visitand Generation Z perform better at work.
P.O. Box 17082 Wichita, KS 67217
ing such websites as www.15five.com,
He can be reached at rj@ryan-jenkins.com. n

O
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Gator Shoes From ACS

ACS Industries provides waterproof overshoes that are designed to reduce the
risk of slipping when stripping floors (use as kick pads to strip tough spots), cleaning meat rooms, freezer lockers and athletic showers or anytime floors are wet
and slippery. These stripping shoes also
protect your footwear from liquids and
chemicals.
Gator Shoes firmly hold a pair of replaceable soles called Gatorbacks
(brown strip pads). The Gatorbacks’
gripper soles are held on the shoes with
industrial-strength, full coverage Velcro®.
Gator Shoes are packaged as: 1 pair of
shoes with 2 pair of Gatorbacks soles;
while Gatorbacks are packaged as: 3
pair of soles per box.
Visit www.acs-cp.com.

From Berk International

MIGHTYWIPE® Low-Lint Wipers

“Berk International’s MIGHTYWIPE® is a low-lint, latex-free, cellulose and synthetic
based disposable wiper that offers superior wet strength, absorbency, and versatility for
light to heavy-duty wiping applications,”
according to a company press release.
“MIGHTYWIPE® is recommended
for the heavy-duty wiping of grease, oil
and chemicals, and general cleaning and
scrubbing. It is available in a light,
medium and heavy-duty basis weight.
Offered in white, blue, and red,
MIGHTYWIPE® set-ups include ¼
Fold, Pop-Up Box, Flat Pack, Dual Dispenser Boxes, Centerpull Rolls, and
Jumbo Rolls.”
Floor stands and wall dispensers are available for jumbo roll towels.
Call 866-222-BERK (2375) or 610-369-0600 for pricing or visit www.berkwiper.com.

From Golden Star

The New HD Narrow Microfiber Frame

Available from Golden Star is
the company’s new and improved
HD Narrow Microfiber Frame,
which comes with added drainage
holes, 360-swivel motion, and
3.5-inch width which reduces
baseboard damage.
The product’s lightweight structure provides easy maneuvering
on flat surfaces, while its ergonomic design alleviates the strain of mopping.
Contact a Golden Star sales associate or call 800-821-2792.

Joseph Rosenberg Named VP Production At Aluf,
Matt Schulgasser Becomes VP Sales

In support of its ongoing sales growth and success, Aluf Plastics has announced
the following personnel changes.
Joseph Rosenberg, former vice president of sales at the company, is now Aluf
Plastics’ vice president of production. The company’s new vice president of sales is
Matt Schulgasser, who previously held the position of commercial sales director.
“My new responsibilities will include that of maintaining and helping grow our
company’s sales and distributor relationships,”
Schulgasser said. “Although I’ve been at Aluf
Plastics for only a couple of years, I bring along
two-plus decades of sales experience with me
from other industries.
“I look forward to using this experience in helping Aluf Plastics, and its many customers, prosper
in the years ahead.”
With facilities in Orangeburg, NY, and Sulphur
Springs, TX, Aluf Plastics is a leader in the private
label, custom and retail can liner industries. The
company continues to maintain a firm national
footprint with its dual blown-film extrusion manufacturing facilities.
Joseph Rosenberg
“Matt brings extensive sales and customer management experience, along with excitement and
creativity, to his new role. He will help us build our
commercial sales business for the future,” Rosenberg said. “Matt has also demonstrated great problem solving abilities and has a pleasant personality.
“Meanwhile, my new position will allow me to
greater oversee the day-to-day manufacturing
processes at Aluf Plastics. The goal is to bring additional technology to our production operations,
helping us become faster and meet more customer
needs. Our company now employs nearly 500 people, between its two locations, and continues to
grow in many other ways. This helps us improve
and acquire new business.”
Matt Schulgasser
Visit www.alufplastics.com.

Chudy Paper Hires Business
Development Manager

Michelle Bauer

Chudy Paper has named Michelle Bauer as its business development manager.
She is responsible for new business development and
analysis support. Bauer now leads new business activities through cross functional sale and project management. She brings to the new position more than eight
years of sales and leadership experience in the janitorial,
food service and packaging industries.
Bauer can be reached at Michelle_Bauer@ChudyPaper.com or by phone at 716-208-2700.

Nexstep Offers MaxiTwist® Microfiber Dust Mops

Nexstep Commercial Products now offers its new MaxiTwist® Microfiber Dust Mops. Nexstep said the features of the mops include:
• Surface is fully covered in loop-end microfiber for maximum efficiency;
• 100 percent microfiber provides unmatched cleaning performance without treatment;
• Slip-on slot pocket is easy method to secure mop to frame;
• No linting and highly launderable; and,
• Quick-dry synthetic backing fits all standard 5-inch dust mop frames.
Included are Nexstep’s:
No. 94072 24-inch dust mop;
No. 94074 36-inch dust mop;
No. 94076 48-inch dust mop; and the,
Nexstep Commercial Products is the exclusive licensee of O-Cedar.
No. 94078 60-inch dust mop.
For more information, visit www.ocedarcommercial.com.
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Big Data: Continued From Page 29

Hidalgo also gave some examples of how a company can use data in the social media sphere of influence:
n Elevate and promote brand:
“Make sure, before spending a lot of money in the
social media sphere, that your customers are actually
using it. If they are, understand what platforms they
are using,” Hidalgo said. “When we work with a
client, we often hear, ‘I only use this,’ or ‘I only use
that.’ Some people prefer Instagram over Facebook.
Some people use LinkedIn over Facebook and Instagram. Furthermore, there are a host of other social
media platforms.”

rate,” Hidalgo said. “Another study said poor data
quality is the silent killer for many B2B marketing
second for every human being on the planet; and,
campaigns. Data silos and incomplete data are the
n Within five years, there will be more than 50
culprits, with data silos as the No. 1 issue.”
billion smart connected devices in the world, all deAccording to www.yourdictionary.com, a data silo
veloped to collect, analyze and share data.
is
a separate database or set of data files that are not
“We have a huge opportunity. All this data and
part
of an organization’s enterprise-wide data adminhow to incorporate it can seem overwhelming, but
istration.
In other words, a data silo is isolated in one
this is where your world, as well as your suppliers’
department,
away from the rest of the organization,
and your customers,’ are moving,” Hidalgo said.
much
like
grain
in a farm silo is closed off from out“If you don’t adapt in business, you die. You may
side
elements.
not die tomorrow, but it is a slow, painful death,
“What we need to think about is connecting data
nonetheless.
with
our systems of engagement — web, mobile, chat,
“For example, I don’t know that 20 years ago anysocial, IoT — and then connecting them
body believed we would be
talking about Blockbuster es“We must answer such questions as, what do we with our systems of record — CRM
(customer relationship management),
sentially as a thing of the past.
want
to
do
with
data?
How
do
we
want
to
use
it
supply chain and IT service manageI recently had a discussion
ment,” Hidalgo said. “We do this
with a former Blockbuster
to
market
and
sell
better?
How
do
we
want
to
through a system of intelligence that is
employee, who was rather
connect our supply chain and our operations in a placed in-between the system of engagehigh up in the company, who
ment and system of record.
said they missed it — they just
better
and
more
formal
fashion?”
“What we are seeing is the rise of
missed it. They never believed
customer
data platforms to help collect
for a moment that Netflix
n
Better
engage
with
customers:
data
from
connected
devices, forming better rewould take off. Who on earth would want to ex“When
we
are
talking
about
big
data,
and
respondsponses
and
hypothesis
for real-time analytics that
change DVDs by mail? Then, this little thing called
ing
to
our
customers,
social
media
is
one
of
the
ways
gives
clarity
of
sight,
so
we don’t have to silo our
streaming came along, and by the time Blockbuster
customers
are
now
trying
to
get
the
attention
of
vendata
anymore.”
recognized what was going on, it was far too late.”
Hidalgo said companies with advanced data strateAccording to a www.businessinsider.com report, dors,” Hidalgo said. “I use a handful of social media
properties.
Twitter
is
one
of
the
ways
I
try
to
engage
gies
are twice as likely to report more than 30 perposted April 2, 2018, “Blockbuster isn’t extinct
with
brands,
because
it
is
the
world
in
which
I
live.
cent
revenue growth. He gave a couple of examples
quite yet — but it is getting closer. While roughly a
I’m
very
keen
on
the
brands
that
respond
to
me
of
companies
that were customers of his former firm,
dozen Blockbusters remained open across the U.S.
quickly,
and
use
social
media
as
a
way
to
address
my
ANNUITAS,
as proof points:
in 2017, at least four have already closed this year
needs
and
my
issues
as
a
customer.”
Lenox
Tools:
(2018).”
n Improve demand generation (Demand genn Produces saws, saw blades, utility knives, snips,
Hidalgo warned that data without context is
eration
is
the
focus
of
targeted
marketing
proand
other cutting tools;
just data.
grams
to
drive
awareness
and
interest
in
a
n
Took a data driven (qualitative and quantitative)
“We have to wrap context around our influx of
company’s
products
and/or
services.):
approach
to connect with buyers and customers;
data,” he said.
“We
can
get
better
insights
into
our
customers.
We
“They
started
using data to understand who their
In other words, before a company invests in IoT,
can
provide
better
support,”
Hidalgo
said.
“When
we
customers
are,
how
they are buying,” Hidalgo said.
it must decide how it is going to use the massive
see
a
tweet
or
a
comment
on
LinkedIn
or
a
comment
“We
actually
identified
several different customer
amounts of data available in the areas of sales, maron
a
social
property
that
says,
‘I
bought
from
this
types
that
they
weren’t
going
after.
keting and customer experience.
company
and
it’s
really
not
that
great.’
We
should
be
n
Used
this
information
to
develop a “resource
“We must answer such questions as, what do we
able
to
respond.”
center”
for
metal
cutting
operations;
and,
want to do with data? How do we want to use it to
n
We
can
improve
communications
with
partn
Results:
10
percent-plus
of
sales
pipeline genmarket and sell better? How do we want to connect
ners
and
suppliers:
erated
by
marketing
and
11.2
percent
of all leads
our supply chain and our operations in a better and
“We
don’t
have
to
start
with
multi-million
dollar
convert
to
qualified
sales
leads.
more formal fashion?” Hidalgo said.
“They increased their sales pipeline by 10 percentplus, just by marketing differently, which aligned
“What we need to think about is connecting data with
better to their customers because they had the data.
They also started to work from a digital perspective
our systems of engagement — web, mobile, chat, social,
to better engage their customers.”
IoT — and then connecting them with our systems of
Schneider Electric:
n A global specialist in energy management and
record — CRM (customer relationship management),
automation with operations in more than 100 counsupply chain and IT service management.”
tries, offering integrated energy solutions across
multiple market segments;
investments.
It
is
just
about
being
smart
as
to
how
n Implemented a data driven, customer centric apHidalgo shared five data categories as defined by
we
harness
the
data
that
we
have
at
our
fingertips.
If
proach
to data management;
the Winterberry Group (an advertising, marketing,
you
have
a
website,
you
have
data,”
Hidalgo
said.
n
Used
data to build a profile of their ideal cusmedia, information and technology consulting firm):
“If
you
don’t
have
a
data
analytics
platform,
Google
tomers;
n Omnichannel: Personal information and behas a free analytics platform. You can hook it up to
n Built a process to manage data through their
havioral information;
your
website
and
start
to
monitor
and
monetize
some
systems
of engagement; and,
n Transactional: Customer purchase history;
of
the
data
you
are
receiving.”
n
Results:
174 percent ($500 million) increase in
n Digital: Online behaviors of prospects and cusMaintaining
up-to-date
data
is
a
serious
issue
that
sales
pipeline
and double-digit increase in sales contomers;
can
hamper
what
a
company
is
trying
to
accomplish.
version.
n Specialty: Tracking across new channels —
“If we are going to change our world, it has to start
IoT, wearables such as smartwatches, fitness track- In a study, 83 percent of respondents reported their
data
was
old
and
outdated.
with
us, as business owners and executives in our orers, VR (virtual reality) headsets, etc.; and,
“We
also
see
that
one-third
of
U.S.
organizations’
ganizations,
to make sure we are changing our comn Identity: Reconciliation of prospects and cuscustomer
and
prospect
data
is
believed
to
be
inaccupanies
first,”
Hidalgo said. n
tomer data across multiple touch points.
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Maintenance Sales News
2019 BUYERS’ GUIDE

A Directory of Manufacturers of Sanitary Supplies, Master Distributors & Buying Groups

We invite your company to participate in our upcoming Buyers’ Guide.
Please complete and return the form below no later than January 2, 2019. (You must return this form to qualify for inclusion.)

Send to Maintenance Sales News, P.O. Box 130, Arcola, IL 61910 USA, or fax to (217) 268-4815.

SUBMITTED BY: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
COMPANY NAME: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

CITY:____________________________________________________ STATE ___________ ZIP______________COUNTRY _____________________
TELEPHONE:_____________________________________________ E-MAIL: __________________________________________________________
WEBSITE: ____________________________ COMPANY OFFICERS: _________________________________________________________________
PRODUCTS: 50 WORD MAXIMUM PLEASE _____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Product Categories

 100. Absorbents: Oil, Grease, & Water
 101. Acoustical Cleaning Chemicals
& Equipment
 102. Adhesives
 103. Aerosols
 104. Air Filtration Equipment
 105. Anti-Graffiti Systems
 106. Anti-Static Chemicals
 107. Ash Trays
 108. Associations/Societies
 109. Automatic Scrubbers
 110. Automotive Cleaning Specialties
 111. Bacterial/Enzyme Products
 112. Bag-in-the-Box Packaging
 113. Bar Code/EDI Technology
 114. Baseboard Cleaning Machines
& Accessories
 115. Batteries & Chargers
 116. Bedding Supplies
 117. Bird Control Products
 118. Brooms
 119. Brushes
 120. Buckets
 121. Burnishing Equipment
 122. Buying Groups
 123. Candles
 124. Carpet & Fabric Protective Finishes
 125. Carpet Cleaning Chemicals-Brand
Name
 126. Carpet Cleaning Chemicals-Private
Label
 127. Carpet Cleaning Wands &
Accessories
 128. Carpet Drying Equipment
 129. Carpet Dyeing Systems
 130. Carpet Extractors
 131. Carpet Shampoo Machines
& Accessories
 132. Carpet Spotting Kits
 133. Carpet Sweepers-Electric
 134. Carpet Sweepers-Hand
 135. Carts-Hospital, Janitorial & Maid
 136. Catalog Publishers
 137. Chalkboard/Blackboard Cleaners
 138. Chemical Dispensing Systems
 139. Chemicals-Raw Material
 140. Cleaning Chemicals-Brand Name
 141. Cleaning Chemicals-Private Label
 142. Colorants & Dyes
 143. Computer Systems & Software
 143a. Computer Cleaning Products
 144. Concrete Floor Treatments
 145. Consultants-Advertising
 146. Consultants-Financial

(Please check categories that apply to your major lines only)
 147.
 148.
 149.
 150.
 151.
 152.
 153.
 154.
 155.
 156.
 157.
 158.
 159.
 160.
 161.
 162.
 163.
 164.

 164a.
 165.
 166.
 167.
 168.
 169.
 170.
 171.
 172.
 173.
 174.
 175.
 176.
 177.
 178.
 179.
 180.
 181.
 182.
 183.
 183a.
 184.
 185.
 186.
 187.

 188.
 189.
 189a.
 190.
 191.

 192.
 193.
 194.

Consultants-Marketing
Contamination Control Products
Custodial Garments & Uniforms
Dehumidifying Equipment
Disinfectants-Brand Name
Disinfectants-Private Label
Disinfectants-Raw Material
Dispensers-Paper Products/Soaps
Drain Opener Chemicals
Drain Opener Equipment
Drums
Dusters
Dusting Cloths
Dust Pans
Electric Cord Reels
Electric Motors
Electrical Testing Devices
Emergency Response/Regulatory
Services
Emergency Spill Kits
Escalator Cleaning Machines
Filters
Financial Services
Fire Extinguishers
Fire Restoration Products
Floor Finish Applicators
Floor Finishes-Brand Name
Floor Finishes-Private Label
Floor Machine Motors
Floor Machines
Floor Pad Holders
Floor Pads
Floor Pads-Raw Material
Floor Sealers-Brand Name
Floor Sealers-Private Label
Food Processing Products
Food Service Disposable Tableware
Food Service Equipment & Supplies
Fragrances
Furniture Glides
Gloves
Hand Cleaners
Hand Dryers
Handles-Mop,Broom, Brush &
Telescopic
Hoses-All Types
Human Resources
Hydrogen-Peroxide Cleaners
Ice & Snow Removal Compounds
Insect & Rodent Control Chemicals
& Devices
Insurance Services
International Cleaning Services
Labeling

 195.
 196.
 197.
 198.
 199.
 200.
 201.
 202.
 203.
 204.
 205.
 206.
 207.
 208.
 208a.
 209.
 210.
 210a.
 210b.
 211.
 212.
 213.
 214.
 215.
 216.
 216a.
 217.
 218.
 219.
 220.
 221.
 222.
 223.
 224.
 225.
 226.
 227.
 228.
 229.
 230.
 231.
 232.
 233.
 234.
 235.
 236.
 237.
 238.
 239.
 239a.
 240.
 241.
 242.

Ladders
Laundry Chemicals
Laundry Equipment
Lawn & Turf Chemicals
Lawn & Turf Equipment
Leasing-Equipment
Light Bulbs
Liquid Filling Equipment
Litter Vacuums
Lockers/Storage
Lodging Amenities
Lubricants & Oils
Magazine Publishers
Magnetic Attachment for Vacuums
Marketing Services
Material Handling Equipment
Mats & Matting
Microfiber
Mold Treatment/Prevention
Mop Treatment Chemicals
Mopping Equipment
Mops-Dust
Mops-Wet
Odor Control Chemicals
Odor Control Devices
Ozone Generators
Packaging Equipment
Packaging Supplies
Paint & Paint Products
Paper and/or Food Service Products
Paper Products-Office Supplies
Paper Products-Towel & Tissue
Pavement Patching
Personnel Services
Plastic Bags
Plastic Containers
Polishes-Furniture
Polishes-Metal
Polishes-Plastic
Poly Trash Can Liners
Pool & Spa Chemicals & Equipment
Pre-Measured Chemicals
Pressure Washer Pumps
Pressure Washing Chemicals
Pressure Washing Equipment
Pumps & Dispensers
Purchasing & Marketing Services
Recycling Systems
Repair Parts-Floor Equipment
& Vacuum Cleaners
Restroom Cleaning Equipment
Robotic Cleaning Equipment
Roof Maintenance Materials
Safety Apparel

 243.
 244.
 245.
 246.
 247.
 248.
 249.
 250.
 251.
 251a.
 252.
 253.
 254.
 255.
 256.
 257.
 258.
 259.
 260.
 261.
 262.
 263.
 264.
 265.
 266.
 267.
 268.
 269.

 269a.
 270.
 271.
 272.
 273.
 274.
 275.
 276.
 277.
 278.
 279.
 280.
 281.

 282.
 283.
 284.
 284a.
 285.
 286.

Safety Products, Equipment & Signs
Safety Treads
Sales Incentives
Sanitary Napkins & Dispensers
Scouring Chemicals & Powders
Scouring Pads/Bars
Shampoo Tanks
Smoking Urns
Soaps
Spill Kits-Chemical
Sponges & Chamois
Spray Tanks
Sprayers & Foggers
Squeegees-Floor
Squeegees-Window
Steam Cleaning Chemicals
Steam Cleaning Equipment
Stone Restoration Systems
Striping Machines-Pavement
Surfactants
Sweepers-Electric, Gasoline &
Propane
Sweeping Compounds
Technology Services
Telecommunication Services
Toilet Seat Covers & Dispensers
Toilet/Shower Compartments
Training Consultants, Materials
& Programs
Upholstery Shampoo Machines
& Accessories
Urinal Screens
Vacuum Cleaner Attachments
Vacuum Cleaner Motors
Vacuum Cleaners
Vacuum Tanks
Venetian Blind Cleaning Equipment
& Chemicals
Wall Washing Equipment
Warewashing Chemicals
Warewashing Equipment
Washroom Accessories
Waste Receptacles
Water Brooms
Water Treatment Chemicals &
Devices
Window Cleaning Accessories
Wipers-Cloth
Wipers-Paper & Non-Woven
Wipers Cheesecloth
Wood Treatment-Scratch Remover
Wringers

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

THE brand in Jansan talent acquisition. Ask any industry leader...

Michael J. Hawkins, Inc.

Over 25 Different
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

Cleaning Products

Consultants in Jansan Talent Acquisition
Phosphate

Connecting The
Perfect Client
With The Perfect
Candidate

1-847-705-5400

Chlorine

Visit us at www.meterpak.com for our
complete line of products. For
additional information, please email
us, meterpak@bellnet.ca or give us a
call at (905) 624-0366.

80 Years Of Jansan Experience

Anthony Trombetta
atrombetta@mjhawkinsinc.com
www.linkedin.com/in/anthony-trombetta-50a93a11/

and

Free Automatic Dishwash Detergent,
many types of Laundry Products, Hard
Surface Cleaners, Disinfectants and
Deodorizers, and Specialty Products.

Michael J. Hawkins, CFSP
mikehawkins@mjhawkinsinc.com
www.linkedin.com/in/mikehawkinsinc

www.mjhawkinsinc.com
Archive Issues of MSN Avilable At

www.meterpak.com
Email: meterpak@bellnet.ca
Tel: (905) 624-0366

MAINTENANCE SALES NEWS

www.maintenancesalesnews.com

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES

SERVICE OFFERED

Contact us for all your transportation chemical requirements: Vehicle washers,
brighteners, automotive chemicals. 50 years experience in specialty manufacturing.
www.cherryvilledistributing.com. 704-435-9692
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New FDA Food Truck Rule…SOLVED!
The Clearly Better Food Truck Cleaning & Sanitation Solution!

FSMA SOLUTION

CLEARLY BETTER CHEMISTRY & EQUIPMENT SYSTEM
LOWEST COST. SHORTEST TIME. MAXIMUM FOOD SAFETY.
· Mist provides full interior coverage, including refrigeration unit & ducting
· 15 minute truck turn around time
· Metal safe cleaner
· Sanitizes in 4 minutes - up to a remarkable 5 log germ reduction!
· Dry Mist / No Added Water / No Mixing / No Rinsing
· 24 Hour residual protection
Not Just Better...Clearly BetterTMTM!
· Works in Fruit, Vegetable or Protein processing facilities
Not Just Better...Clearly Better !
· Safe for use in refrigerated or dry storage areas
800.325.9218
* Log Reduction stands for a 10-fold reduction in numbers of live bacteria.
A "5-log reduction" means lowering the number of microorganisms by 100,000-fold.

800.325.9218
InterconChemical.com
InterconChemical.com
ClearlyBetter.com
ClearlyBetter.com

